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Abstract
Over the last four decades, the application of high frequency (HF) radars to the
monitoring of ocean surface has emerged as a vibrant field of study in the remote
sensing and oceanographic communities. These HF radars , operating in the surface
wave mode, can provide accurate and real-time information regarding surface currents
and waves, which greatly aids in the planning and execution of oceanographic projects,
search and rescue events, and commercial fisheries. However, most present HF radar
techniques are restricted to the measurement of sea state parameters associated with
wind waves only, while the underlying swell component, which may severely distort the
inversion results and pose certain hazards on offshore activities, is usually neglected.
In this thesis, the first- and second-order HF radar cross sections are derived for
the random , time-varying, swell-contaminated seas. The analysis originates from the
electric field equations for the scattering of HF radiation from the ocean surface, with
the source being a vertical dipole with a pulsed sinusoidal excitation. T he various field
components are then autocorrelated and Fourier transformed to give the power spectral density. Finally, t he expressions of the cross sections can be obtained using the
radar range equation. By introducing appropriate directional wave spectra to specify
the ocean surface as a mixture of wind waves and swell, t he derived cross section
models are calculated and depicted. Essential characteristics and major differences
from convent ional cross sections for purely wind-driven seas are discussed.

11

Next , t he study is extended to include t he consideration of a frequency modulated
continuous wave source (FMCW) , because such a waveform is often employed in
practical HF radar syst ems. The mat hematical expressions for the FMCW cross
sections of swell-contaminated seas are first presented, and their properties are then
addressed . Only trivial differences can be observed when comparing the cross section
model for the pulsed and FMCW wave forms, which indicates that an inversion routine
may be developed and applied simultaneously for both cases.
Finally, an inversion algorithm is proposed for the extraction of swell parameters
from HF radar Doppler spectra. These include the swell dominant period, propagating
direction, frequency spreading, and significant wave height. The method involves the
ident ification of swell peaks, the processing of swell peak positions, the measurement of
swell peak half-power widths, and a maximum likelihood calculation. The procedure is
then tested against simulated data, and promising inversion results are obtained . It is
concluded that fine Doppler resolution is required to ensure the retrieval accuracy, and
dual-radar systems are highly recommended to eliminate the directional ambiguity in
swell direction.
Overall , the analysis presented here may provide a solid foundation for future
research on other types of ocean surfaces. Additionally, the properties of the scattering
as manifested in this thesis should be relevant to the understanding of the complicated
hydrodynamic interaction between swell and wind waves.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Research Rationale

The oceans have always been a key part in many cult ures and a great influence
on every individual on planet Earth. Environment ally, oceans are the sources for
short-term weather activities and long-term climate change. Commercially, oceans
teem with rich resources and provide indispensable routes for global shipment. In
this sense, there has arisen an unprecedented demand for effective ocean observation
strategies, t echnologies and applications, especially in t hose coastal-based and marine
dependent countries such as the U.S., Canada and China. Thanks t o the increasing
understanding in hydrodynamics and ocean engineering enabled by modern technologies, oceanographers and ocean engineers are able to estimat e various parameters
associated with directional wave height spectra and surface currents. Undoubtedly,
such information is highly valuable for search and rescue operations, ocean-related
national defense, weather forecasts, the design of offshore structures , coast al fishery
management and the control and tracking of surface-borne pollutants, to name just
a few.
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Conventionally, the measurement of the ocean surface has b een achieved by a number of instruments including SLDMB (self-locating data marker buoys), Drifter Buoys,
ADCP (acoustic Doppler Current Profilers) , Waverider and other buoy technologies.
Although these technologies are basically very mature and are widely applied, the
inherent dynamic nature of t he ocean and surrounding vessel traffic still render a
challenging environment for t hese in situ sensors. For instance, moored and drifting
buoys can be frequent ly caught in fishing nets or damaged by shipping and, once
broken , they are usually very expensive and difficult to repair and maintain. Besides,
the deployment, retrieval and data transmission in rough seas, where the information
may be most critical, can be both costly and impractical [5]. Moreover , most buoys
provide only limited spatial or temporal coverage that is far from satisfactory.
Against this backdrop , a variety of ocean remote sensing techniques have emerged
m recent decades. Microwave radars , for example, are quite capable in providing
ocean surface parameters with fine resolutions. However, the line-of-sight operation
of microwave radars severely reduces the observation range compared with in situ
devices, and the measurement is likely to be affected by the weather condition (e.g.,
heavy rain) so that t he accuracy cannot be guaranteed at all times. More importantly,
microwaves only interact with very small scale ocean waves (from several millimetres
to metres in wavelength) , while most of the wave energy is contained within the
much longer gravity waves that have wavelengths of tens to hundreds of metres. It
has proven to be a complicat ed and indirect process to determine the complete wave
energy spectrum based solely on the measurement of short waves , and this poses
limita tions on the use of microwave radars in the area of ocean surface monitoring.
Another widely accepted remote sensing tool is the high frequency (HF) radar
operating between 3 and 30 MHz. Unlike microwave radars, radio signals in this
band, when guided by a good conducting medium like sea water, are able to travel

3
long distances along the eart h's curvature. In other words, HF radars are not restricted
to line-of-sight operations and can , with moderate transmitting power , actually see
beyond the horizon. In addit ion, since the wavelengths associated with HF signals
are of t he same order as those ocean waves that carry most of t he spectral energy,
the t ransmitted signals will interact very strongly with these waves. This reduces the
complexity in interpreting the backscattered signals for wave information. F inally, HF
radars are rarely affected by weather , clouds or changing ocean conditions, and are
capable of providing near real-time measurements with high t emporal and reasonable
spatial resolution.
As will be indicated in the next section , several mature algorithms already exist for
t he extraction of ocean wave spectra from HF return signals. However, most of t hese
inversion routines are for wind waves generat ed by the local wind field, whereas in
fact , the wave records often reveal additional spectral content associated with waves
of longer period. These waves are commonly called swell (see Fig. 1. 1). Basically,
swell consists of waves that are generated by earlier storms at a distant location. After
leaving the area of the active wind field , these waves propagate freely across the ocean
surface, dissipating energy dissipation and spreading laterally, and result in a decrease
in the wave heights. T his effect is greater for the shorter period waves so that t he
components of swell are generally long period and narrow-band waves.
The coexistence of wind sea and swell , which may impose grave threats to seakeeping safety, offshore structure designs, and surf forecasting [6] , has been extensively reported by various researchers globally. Titov [7] presented the distribution
of the frequency of wind waves and swell for the North Atlantic during winter and
summer, showing that regions with heavy swell extend over open ocean as well as
coastal areas. T hompson [8] analysed wave records from nine locations along United
States Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf and Great Lakes coasts and observed that multi-peaked
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Figure 1.1: A picture of swell dominated sea [1].
spectra are common at all locations. Cummings et al. [9], using hindcast data from
the North Atlantic, det ermined that 25% of the sp ectra were double-peaked , while
Aranuvachapun [10] reported 24% from the analysis of measured data in the same
area. From these results, it is clear that combined wind wave and swell systems can
occur at relatively high frequency both in the open ocean and in coastal sites.
Predictably, in the context of HF radar spectra, the underlying swell component
will be reflected and might , if not properly treated , result in inaccurate inversion
for the local sea state. Meanwhile, since the coexistence of swell and wind waves has
already been proved to be t he "precursor" of some abnormal sea conditions [11] , knowledge of the incoming swell may help in providing early warnings so that operators of
offshore units are able to anticipate contingencies and introduce accident prevention
initiatives. Thus , a new model accounting for t he swell effect must be established as
a complement to the present HF radar remote sensing t echniques.
This thesis aims primarily at developing a general HF cross section model for
swell-contaminated seas and an automated routine for swell parameter extraction.
Some practical engineering applications, including the use of frequency modulated
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(FM) waveforms , will be also considered here. Hopefully, t he model and algorithm
formulated here will provide a foundation for future investigations that focus on other
wave components, a nd ultimately benefit t he coastal-based industry at large.

1.2
1.2.1

Literature Review
Fundame ntal Concepts of HF R adars

An HF surface wave radar system (including antennas, transmitter, receiver , control
and data processing units) is typically installed at a site very near the coast because
the signal can be severely attenuated by land. Moreover, for optimal surface wave
propagation , the transmitted electromagnetic (EM) signal is generally vertically polarized and narrow band. As it propagates along the electrically conductive ocean
water surface, t he EM wave is scattered off any object it encounters (including ocean
waves) , and some of the reflected energy, which contains information regarding the
target, is collected by the receiving antenna. By analysing t his return signal through
means of Doppler spectra, a variety of parameters can be estimated.
When HF radar technology initially appeared during t he second world war , it was
used to detect approaching enemy aircrafts and vessels. Before long it was noticed
that scattering from an unknown source often masked the targets being tracked. For
a relatively long t ime, there was no satisfactory explanation for this contamination
which was later referred to as "clutter". It was not until 1955 that Crombie [12] first
suggested and confirmed the source of this clutter. Crombie correctly pointed out
that t he two discrete spectral peaks sitting at an equal distance above and below the
radar carrier frequency in the Doppler spectrum (see Fig. 1.2) are result ed from the
Bragg scattering [13] and t hese peaks are thus named Bragg peaks. In the case of
monostatic radar configuration (co-located transmitting and receiving antennas) and
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Figure 1. 2: Sample backscatter Doppler spectrum from the ocean surface showing
prominent Bragg peaks d ue to waves advancing toward and receding from t he receiver.
The tiny Doppler deviation from the theoretical Bragg peaks, !:::..f , is due to ocean
surface currents. The second-order continuum is also identifiable in this example. T he
data was collected a t P lacentia Bay, NL, Canada, Jan. 2013.
grazing incidence, the Bragg waves refer to t hose ocean waves having wavelengths
one half to those of the incident EM waves, so that phase coherent reinforcement
occurs (see Fig. 1.3). From Crombie [12], the Doppler shift caused by this first-order
resonant phenomenon is

fB =
where

f8

~~ = *= f!i = ·f£

(1. 1)

is the theoretical Doppler shift (Hz), v is the ocean wave radial speed (m/ s),

>. is t he ocean wave wavelength (m) , >.0 is t he incident wavelength (m) and g is the
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gravity acceleration. Clearly, ( 1.1 ) directly explains the two dominant peaks in the
Doppler spectrum.

Figure 1.3: Bragg scattering of the incident EM wave (thin) by ocean waves (thick)
with wavelength >.. 0 / 2 (top), and t he cancellation of EM energy for arbit rary ocean
wavelengths (bottom) . Figure taken from [2].
Based on these findings, Crombie [12] realized that the small differences between
the expected Bragg p eak positions and measured Doppler frequencies could be the
consequence of surface current velocit ies. His conjecture has b een extensively verified
(see, for example, [14]). When t he frequency shift due to surface currents is defined
as /l.f , t he current velocity can be simply calculated from the relationship
!lfc

Vs

= ---

.fo

(1.2)

where V 5 is the radial magnitude of the surface current component , c is t he light speed ,
and .fo is the radar frequency. Since !lf is either positive or negative in a particular
Doppler spectrum, the inverted values for

V5

can be positive or negative as well,

which represent ocean waves traveling towards or away from the radar look direction ,
respectively. This discovery alone was a great asset t o t he field of oceanographic
remote sensing, and oceanographers and engineers, encouraged by the potential of
HF radars, started to dedicate their t ime into this area.
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At this stage, however, the analysis is limited to short ocean waves because the
Bragg waves are mainly metres long in wavelengths , while an accurate description of
the sea st ate relies on the measurement of longer wave components. In 1972, Barrick
[1 5] noticed that the continuum surrounding the first-order peak, which he referred
to as t he second-order region , is much higher than the remaining noise floor. After
close inspection, he concluded t hat the continuum is actually comprised of reflections
from ocean waves of all wavelengths and traveling directions. Therefore, by examining
these second-order sea echoes, the directional wave spect rum, which fully describes
the sea state, can be extracted.
According to [16, 17], the second-order continuum is produced by two independent effects: an electromagnet ic component arising from double-scatters from two
distinct waves trains, where t he geometry of the waves causes coherent reflections
(see Fig. 1.4), and a hydrodynamic component corresponding to a single scatter from
second-order ocean waves resulting from the non-linear coupling effects between two
first-order waves whose wave vectors must satisfy the relation

RB being

R1 + R2

=

RB,

with

the Bragg wave vect or (see Fig. 1.5). Barrick [15] also developed math-

ematical models t o account for these second-order effects, and thereby established a
solid foundation for future HF radar investigations.

1.2.2

R esearch on the Deve lopme nt of Cross Sections

W hile t he material presented in the previous section gives the general ideas involved
in using HF radars t o remotely probe the ocean surface, further understanding of
t he interaction between radar waves and ocean waves requires the development of a
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Transmitting and
receiving antennas

Figure 1.4: Electromagnetic double-scattering. The incident radar wave vector is
indicated by k0 , and the backsca ttered wave vector is denoted as - k0 .
Transmitting and
receiving a ntennas

wave train

Figure 1.5: Hydrodynamic scattering. Two first order waves (black) interact through
non-linear effects to produce a second order wave (red dashed lines). The new formed
wave has a wave vector K8 = i(1 + i(2 , and K8 must satisfy the Bragg scatter
condition.
radar cross section model. The formal definition of t he radar cross section is "the
area which , when multiplied by the power flux density of t he incident wave, would
yield sufficient power that could produce by isotropic radiation, the same radiation
intensity as that in a given direction from the scattering surface" [18].
Barrick was the first to derive a complete cross section model for the ocean surface
to second order. By employing the effective surface impedance at grazing incidence
[19], he examined the exact propagation losses of EM waves due to surface roughness in the HF and VHF bands [20]. In his subsequent analysis, Barrick formulated
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a first-order HF scattering cross section by extending Rayleigh's perturbation model
[21] to include a slightly rough sea surface [22]. This model successfully verified Crombie's [12] experimental deductions. Later in the same year , Barrick [15] modelled the
second-order backscatter from the ocean surface with a non-linear, two dimensional
Fredholm-type integral equation. As noted , the second-order backscatter actually
contain one scatter from a second-order ocean wave and two successive scatters from
two first-order ocean waves, which are indicated by the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic coupling coefficients, respectively. To illustrate the effects, two directional
wave height spectra were used to originate the required wave components, and a Dirac
delta function was employed to constrain the manner through which the wave vectors
are related, i.e. ,

K1 + K2 = Ks.

Largely based on these initial efforts, Barrick published widely in refining and extending the existing models. For example, in 1980, Lipa and Barrick [23] noticed
very narrow spikes in the higher-order structure adjacent t o the first-order peaks.
These spikes are indica tive of ocean waves with very limited , high frequency spectral
components, which match the features of long period swell. By assuming a cardioid
distribution in direction and a Gaussian distribution in wave frequency for the swell
spectrum, a general cross section model to account for such a mixed ocean surface was
proposed. Also, in 1986, Barrick and Lipa [24] produced a new hydrodynamic coupling coefficient for shallow water applications and demonstrated its validity against
measured data.
Although Barrick's models are the most accepted and studied in the area of HF
marine radar technology, it must be noted that all his techniques are based on the
assumption of a plane wave as the incident wave field.

Consequently, t he Bragg

scatter mechanism are accounted for by Dirac delta functions in the cross section
equations, which suggests the Bragg peaks to be infinitesimal in width and infinite in
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amplitude. However, this is not the case in real Doppler sp ectra . Such a discrepancy
is conventionally attributed to surface currents structures or external noise. While
these factors do play a role in broadening the Bragg peaks , they do not explain the
underlying cause satisfactorily.
The first analysis which addresses the Bragg peak broadening in a fundamental
manner was conducted by Walsh and Donnelly [25]. They studied the problem of EM
wave scatter at the boundary of two different media based on a generalized function
approach . The solutions were shown to agree with classical methods , wit h the major
difference being that the boundary conditions evolve directly from the formulation
as auxiliary equat ions. Later, Walsh and his colleagues (Srivastava, Dawe, Howell,
and Gill) further applied the generalized function approach to the problem of ocean
surface scatter under the assumption of a pulsed radar waveform [26, 27] . As a result ,
t he Bragg scatter mechanism was shown to be better modeled as a finite squared sine
function , rather than a Dirac delta function. This new cross section model is more
realistic than the traditional ones , as t he appearance of this squared sine function
accounts for a finite width of the scattering patch on the ocean surface and a signal
of finite bandwidth. The corresponding cross section has a finite width for the Bragg
peak just as in real practice.
By extending the techniques, Walsh and his colleagues successfully developed a
va riety of cross section models for different practical situations. During 2000-2001,
bistatic first- and second-order radar cross sections of the time-varying ocean surface
were derived [27, 28, 29] . These contain the earlier monostatic result as a special
case with the bistatic angle set to zero. T he other significant contributions include
t he HF radar cross section for a Frequency Modulat ed Continuous Wave (FMCW)
waveform [30], the combined sea clutter and noise model [31], t he study on Bragg
fluctuations due to t he randomness of ocean surfaces [32] , the HF cross section model
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incorporating antenna barge motion [33] , and a new form of cross sections for swellcontamina ted seas [34, 35, 36]. These works serve as a solid theoretical foundation
for the primary content of this thesis.

1.2.3

Present Inversion Algorithms

W ith the first- and second-order backscatter cross section models est ablished [15],
investigators started to interpret the HF radar sea echoes using a variety of methods. Barrick [37, 38] first presented general techniques to extract non-directional
ocean wave data. An important step in his inversion algorithm was to remove the
path gains and losses from the second-order region by normalizing to the first-order
spectral power . As noted , the t est results were proved to be relatively insensit ive to
direction. In 1978, Lipa [39, 40] showed t hat directional features of the ocean spectrum can be indeed derived from the second-orrler echo. She first reduced t he double
integral of the second-order model into a set of linear equations, and t hen applied
the regularization methods of Phillips [41] and Twomey [42] to solve the equations.
Barrick and Lipa [43] consolidated this algorithm by applying a similar procedure
to a broad beam system composed of a cross-loop antenna and a monopole, which
they named the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Application R adar (CODAR). Reasonable
results were obtained from the exp eriments. Since t hen, this linearisation scheme has
been rigorously applied to CODAR systems.
An important constraint of the t echniques described above is t hat t he analysis of
the Doppler spectrum is narrowed down t o t he frequency band surrounding the Bragg
peaks. This is due to the assumption of a one-on-one mapping relationship between a
certain ocean wave frequency and a radar Doppler frequency, which is only valid for
those Doppler frequencies close to the first-order peaks. Thus, t he frequency range
for the extracted wave spectrum is severely limited , especially when low HF radar
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frequencies are used. In view of this, such inversion scheme was only applied t o high
HF (i.e., 15-30 MHz) measurements. However, doing so could significant ly reduce the
range capability of the instrument , or even smear the first-order Bragg returns and
make the calculation impossible.
Recognizing the need to extend the frequency range t hat can be used , Wyat t [44]
suggest ed an improved model-fi t ting technique based on Lipa and Barrick's work [45] .
Basically, Wyat t created many simulat ed Doppler spectra for a variety of sea states ,
and real radar data are matched with the simulation using a least squares manner.
This method gave accurate estimates as long as the dominant wave direction is not
perpendicular t o the incident wave direction. Also, tests using this method revealed
tha t a two radar system may provide higher accuracy than a single radar sta tion , and
the use of two radars elimina tes the usual left / right directional ambiguity associated
with single radar systems. However , a consequence is that a noticeable over-prediction
in amplitude of the wave height is often observed .
The most recent inversion algorithms were proposed by Gill and Walsh [46] and
Howell and Walsh [47]. The basis of this technique, similar t o Barrick and Lipa's, is
t o numerically approximat e the integral equation representing the second-order radar
cross section as a equation in which the Fourier coefficients of the ocean sp ectrum are
the unknowns. A novel singular value decomposition approach is t hen applied to invert
the kernel matrix to yield t he ocean Fourier coefficients. To validat e the algorithm,
Howell implemented his technique on Barrick's classic model [15] and Walsh 's new
one [26], and very good results were produced for both cases. P articularly, result s
based on Walsh's cross section model agreed even b et ter with in situ data .
Up to this stage, it should be noted that all techniques introduced sought to address
the extraction of wind wave parameters from Doppler spectra , while the research on
long period swell was not so rigorously conducted . T he initial effort in this area was
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made by Lipa and Barrick [23] , who suggested that the positions and amplitudes of the
higher-order swell peaks are closely related with the dominant swell period , direction
and wave height. Moreover , the swell inversion can be viewed as independent from
that for local wind wave paramet ers. Thus, by identifying the swell peaks in the
Doppler spectrum, various parameters regarding the incoming swell can be extracted
without applying the general inversion techniques to the whole Doppler spectrum.
Although Lipa and Barrick [48] conducted t hree separate narrow-beam HF radar
experiments on the Pacific Ocean in order to validat e their swell inversion algorithms,
it was later found by Bathga te [49] that these routines are not so robust since the
precise positions of swell peaks are often difficult to resolve and are susceptible to ext ernal noise. Bathgate then presented an alternative approach based on the frequency
modula tion effects imposed on Bragg waves by swell. He also cond ucted a case study
at Tweed Heads, Australia, and proved the method to be fast and effective. However,
since the data set collected in [49] has little variation in both swell periods and wave
height , the generality of this simplified method remains untested.

1.3

Scope of the The sis

In this thesis, a new monostatic HF radar cross section model for swell-contaminated
seas is established based on the fundamental electric field equations appearing in [26] .
The non-linear hydrodynamic coupling effects between local wind waves and incoming swell are particularly investigated and are proven to be t he major cause for the
second-order swell peaks in the backscatter Doppler spectrum . A data interpretation
algorithm for the extraction of swell parameters is also developed and tested. As
noted , the primary content in this work is based on the theoretical analysis developed
by Walsh and his colleagues over the past two decades.
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Chapter 2 starts with electric field equations describing the scatter received from a
general rough t ime-varying ocean surface. The current excitation is a pulsed sinusoid
on a vertical dipole. St rictly, the first-order £-field contains two portions: 1) a scatter
from a single train of first-order ocean wave and 2) a single scatter from a second-order
wave train formed by two independent first-order waves. The latter portion is then
considered in conjunction with the second-order £-field, which describes successive
double scatters. To introduce the concept of swell contamination on local wind waves,
a three-dimensional Fourier series, consisting of contributions from swell and wind
waves, is used to represent the rough ocean surface. By assuming the surface to
be stationary and homogeneous within each range cell that is interrogated , one can
easily obtain the auto- and cross-correlations of t he various £-field components, and
the Doppler power spectral density is then calculated through a Fourier transform.
The remainder of Chapter 2 is devoted to calculating the cross sections for different
sea states, and to examining the effects of changing the input parameters. It must
be noted tha t for the purpose of demonstration , deep water is assumed for all cases,
though the results can be easily extended to general depths.
In Chapter 3, the derived cross section model is extended to the FMCW waveform.
The results are then depicted and compared to those for the pulsed waveform. This
is a crucial step as t he field dat a to be examined in real world is collected by radars
operating in FMCW mode.
In Chapter 4, the received radar time series with external white Gaussian noise is
first simulat ed based on t he analysis presented in Chapter 2, from which the Doppler
spectrum is obtained as a p eriodogram. Next, following the techniques described
by Bathgate [50] , all swell peaks in the spectrum are identified and processed with a
robust peak recognition routine, and the positions of those peaks are used to calculate
the period and dominant direction of the swell. The half-power width of each swell
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peak is extracted in order to derive the frequency spreading of the unknown swell
wave height spectrum. Finally, a maximum likelihood method is applied to the swell
peak amplitudes to determine the significant wave height and directional spreading of
swell. The performance of the algorithm is tested on substantial simulated Doppler
spectra.
Chapter 5 summarizes the fundamental conclusions from the previous three chapters. Some constraints related to this thesis, as well as a few obvious suggestions for
fut ure research are also presented there.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Chapter 2
The HF Radar Cross Sections of
Swell-contaminated Seas for a
Pulsed Source
The goal in this chapter is to develop the monostatic HF radar cross sections of swellcontaminat ed seas. The initial step is to develop the electric field equa tions received
from a random time-varying ocean surface, as has been done in [26]. Next, the specific
scenario of swell contamination will be characterized via a three-dimensional Fourier
series - two-dimensional in space and one in time. During this step , the hydrodynamic
coupling effects between the incoming swell and local wind waves are highlighted
via two different manners, which leads to two Fourier representations of the ocean
surface. Upon determining the mathema tical form of the ocean surface containing
a mixture of swell and wind waves, t he associated equations of the scattered £ -field
can b e obtained , whose power spectral density (PSD) is then calculat ed through an
autocorrelation and Fourier transform. The radar cross sections, which contain both
first- and second-order portions, are easily derived by examining the obtained P SDs
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against the monostatic radar range equation .
Some of the key fea tures of the cross sections are discussed in Section 2.4. Effects
of different local sea states and radar paramet ers are investigated . To do so, we
simply change the input variables one at a time (such as swell period , direction and
significant wave height) and illustra te the responses in the Doppler spectrum. Overall,
the simula tion results shown at the end of this chapter clearly suggest the possibility
of a fast and st able algorithm for swell extraction , which will b e introduced in Chapter
4.

2.1

The Electric Field Equations for Scatters From
a Random Time-varying Ocean Surface

The fundamental analysis for the received electric field components, scattered from the
ocean surface due to a radiation from a vertical dipole source, can be found initially
in [26] and also appeared lat er in [27, 28, 29] . In these works, the ocean surface is
defined to be random, rough , and t ime-varying, which means our study that involves
swell can be also included as a special, less general case. Thus, it is possible for us
to estimate the form of the E-field received from swell-contaminat ed seas without
having to re-derive a completely new set of equations from first principles.

Still,

certain assumptions regarding the mixed ocean surface should be invoked: 1) small
slopes, where the powers of the surface slope which are greater than unity (for a single
scatter) are neglect ed; 2) small surface heights, where the product of the radar wave
number and surface height is taken to be much less t han unity; 3) the random surface
can b e viewed as a zero-mean Gaussian process even after the swell component is
incorporated. T hese assumptions, as well as t he specific simplifications they introduce
to the mathematical analysis, are discussed extensively in the previously cited open
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literature and are not repeated here. Now, the scattered field, En, normal to t he
surface and in t he limit as t he surface is approached from above, m ay be cast as (e.g.
[27])

Enwhere C 0

{

\1~ · \l( En)

= (I0 6..lk 2 )j(jw0 c0 )

xy

e- jkop }

* F(p)-2np

e- jko p

(2. 1)

= CoF(p)--

2n p

is a constant for a dipole of length D..l carrying a current

! 0 whose radia n frequency is w 0 and whose wavenumber is k 0 in a space for which t he
permit t ivi ty is Eo. p denotes the distance of a general point ( x, y) on the surface ~
measured from the origin , and F (p) is the usual Sommerfeld attenuation function .
The \1 operator in (2.1) indicates gradients in t he x-y plane, and

xi

indicates a two-

dimensional spa tial convolution. It should b e noted that En in (2. 1) actually contains
electric field components of a ll orders, i.e.,

(2.2 )

where (En)o is the zero-order term representing the EM wave propagation over a
smooth plane surface, and t he remaining t erms are scatt ers of higher orders indicated
by the corresp onding subscripts. In t his t hesis, only t he first- an d second-order Efields are ana lysed , while the higher orders are neglected due to t heir relatively sma ll
contribution to the received £ -field.
Following the same procedure as describ ed in earlier p apers (see [27, 28 , 29]) , it
is straightforward to deduce the first- (i.e. for a single scatter) and second-order (i.e.
for a double scatter ) backscatter electric field equa tions in t he time domain as
2

12 e-j~ejko.0.p K~,wrPR ,wVKejwtejpKsa[ ~p (J( -

(Enh(t) = -)7]o6..l6..plok6 (~ ;~}

2ko)]
(2.3)
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where T/o is the intrinsic impedance of free space, Sa(-) is t he usual sampling function ,
6.p is t he scattering "patch width" for pulsed signals,

Er P

is the electromagnetic

coupling coefficient for patch scatters in a symmetric form [26], and

Kr = K1 + K2

refers to a wave vector that lies along the radar look direction. T he key term in (2.3)
and (2.4), rPJ{ ,w' represents the total Fourier coefficient of the general sea surface and
will be sp ecified in the next section. It should be p oint ed out that there is actually
a second term in the above expressions containing factors in the form of eFf e-1 ko6.p ,
but it is negligible because of the rapidly decaying sampling function [26].

2.2

Cross Sections with No Coupling Effects Involved between Swell and Wind Waves

2.2.1

Specification of the Ocean Surface and the Corresponding Backscattered E-field

In order to model the backscattered signal, the properties of the random ocean surface
must be first specified.

As in [26], here the general surface (with or without the

background swell component) is represented by a three-dimensional Fourier series,

~(p, t) =

L

r P R ,w ej( jj !{+wt )

K,w

(2. 5)
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with

K and w

being the wave vector and angular frequency of a certain wave train.

It must be understood that the Fourier coefficients,

rPJ< ,w' fully describes the ocean

surface, ~(i5, t) , and can be inverted through
1
T

L

L

T

2

2

2

PR ,w = £2T j

j

jJ:(
p-, t) e-j(pK+wt)dxdydt
'>

(2.6)

where L is the fundamental wavelength of the surface and T is the fundamental period.
Meanwhile, the surface~ defined in (2.5) is actually the sum of all orders of surface
displacement so that we may expand it to second order as

~(p,

t) =

l~(p,

t ) + 2~(p, t )

(2.7)

where 1 ~(p, t) denotes the contribution from first-order linear gravity waves, and
2 ~( p, t) accounts for second-order non-linear waves.

Naturally, this expansion will

be reflected in the Fourier series and, to second order, the Fourier coefficients will be
of the form
rP1-<,w = r 1 P 1-<,w

+ T2 PK- ,w

(2.8)

In addition, by following the perturbational analysis proposed by Hasselmann [51],
the second-order Fourier coefficients, r 2 P R ,w' may be conveniently written in terms of
products of two first-order coefficients (nPR: ,J and a hydrodynamic coupling coeffi-

T2PJ<,w

=

L

(2.9)

HfpnPR! ,w!nPR2,w2

R!+f{Fj{
WJ + W2=W

This form emphasizes the relationship between the first- and second-order wave veetors to indicate the fact that a second-order gravity wave actually arises from the sum
of two first-order components. The hydrodynamic coupling coefficient ,

H

r P>

accounts
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for the manner t hrough which the first-order waves interact with each other. The
exact form of

H

r P was given

explicit ly in [29] as

where K 1 and K 2 are magnitudes of K 1 and K 2 , respectively. It is worthy of note
that

H

f

p

is in a symmetric form.

Having specified the ocean surface in a general sense, we are at a position to
examine t he potential underlying swell component. The first thing to consider , of
course, is what might happen when the long-period swell "merges" with t he shortperiod wind waves. In fact , such non-linear interaction between swell and wind waves
is quite controversial due to its complexity. Even the most sophisticated wave models
up to date cannot fully explain the mechanism behind t.he coupling process [52].
Therefore, some oceanographers suggested to ignore it when modeling the sea surface
[53]. To confirm if this interaction is truly negligible, we first assume t hat t here is
no coupling effects between swell and wind waves so that the total Fourier coefficient

r Pr<,w can b e expanded linearly as

r PK- ,w = s P1<- ,w + wP1-< ,w

(2 .11 )

where s PR,w and w PR,w denote the cont ribution from swell and wind waves, respectively. As in (2.8) and (2.9), s PR,w and w PR,w in (2 .11) also represent the sum of all
orders of surface displacement , which can be written to second-order as

(2.12)
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which immediately leads to

rPR ,w

=

( sl P R ,w

+ _ ~ _Hf psl P R

1 ,w 1

S lpf< 2 ,w2 )

K 1+K2=K
Wt+W2=W

+ ( w iPR ,w + -

~

(2.13)

- Hr pwi P R] ,W jw iPR2 ,w2 )

Kt + f( 2=K
Wj +W2=W

It is clear that (2.13) accounts for only linear effects between the swell and wind

wave components, since no cross related t erms (e.g., s 1 P1-( ,w w 1 PI<- ,w ) are involved.
Another crucial point is that in (2. 13) , the random surface variables,

51 P R ,w

and

w 1 Pi<,w' are considered to b e independent from each other , because they are physically
generated by two wind fields separated by very large distances. The implication of
this consideration is la ter discussed in Appendix A.l.
By substituting (2.13) into (2.3), we obtain the first-order E-field as
2
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(2.14)

i?r = K 1 + i?2 , and both K and i?r shall lie
direction , while i?1 and K2 have no such rest rictions. After a

As usual, we have t he constraint that
along the radar look

close examination of (2.14), we notice that while the single summation (the second
line) refers to a single scatter from first-order ocean waves, the double summation
(the third and fourth line) is clearly indicative of higher order effects. Moreover, this
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double sum is almost identical wit h equation (2.4) for double scat ters from two firstorder wave trains. Thus, for later differentiation, only the first summation appearing
in (2.14) will b e referred to as the first-order electric field, and the remaining double
sum will be appropriately addressed later in conj unction with (2.4). To emphasize
this new order arrangement , we rewrite (2. 14) into two distinct portions as
2
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(2.16)

It should be noted tha t the subscript , H , of H(En)2(t) means that the cause for (2. 16)

is the hydrodynamic coupling effects between two first-order waves. In an effort to
avoid confusion, equation (2.16) will be refereed to as the second-order hydrodynamic
term from now on.
Having specified the hydrodynamic second-order , we shall next focus on its counterpart in (2 .4), the electric field due to a double EM scatter from two successive
first-order waves. Similar to the manner that (2.16) is named, henceforth (2.4) will be
referred to as the second-order electromagnetic t erm. Again , by substituting (2.1 3)
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into (2.4), we have
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~

_ HfpwlPRa,wa wt Pi\\,wb )1
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~
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~

_ Hfpw tPJ{c,wcW lpJ{d,wcl )]

Kc+ Kc~= K2

wa+wb=W2

(2. 17)

where the electromagnetic coupling coefficient

Er P' according to the analysis in [30] ,

may be written in a symmetrized form as

(2. 18)

with k 0 being the wavenumber of the transmitted EM wave, and

~

being the norma l-

ized surface impedance (see, e.g. [19]) .
Since the analysis in this thesis is carried only to second-order , we may safely
neglect the 3rd a nd 4th order effects arising from either a double scatter from two
second-order waves, or a single scatter from a first-order wave followed by a nother
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from a second-order wave, or vice versa. Therefore, (2.17) reduces to

S

(E n ) 2 (t) --

. "l"

T

- JrJou up1 0

. ( Sl pj(l ,W
JSlpf(2,W2

k2 F2(p ) o ( 2 )3 / 2 e
1rp

j "!l
4

jko6.p ~ ~ f
~ ~ S
KJ,Wj
K2,W2

e

p

+ S lpj( J,W j W lpf<2,W2 + W lpf< ],Wj Sl p f(2,W2 + W 1P R ],Wj Wlpf<2,W2 )

· {I(;ej (w 1 +w2 )tejpi<ySa [ ~p (K r - 2k0 ) J

(2.1 9)

Having specified both the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic second-order E -field,
it is appropriate to compare the two and regroup them if possible. It is apparent t hat
t he major difference between (2.1 6) and (2.19) lies in t he coupling coefficient ,
and s f

p·

Hf p

Thus, we may combine t he two to give t he complete second-order E-field as

+ ( s f p + Hf p) (s1 Pf<~ 1 ,w 1 Slp/(2 ,w2 + Wl p f(

1 ,w1

W1pf(2,wJ ]

· {I(;d (w1 +w2 )tej pi<ySa [ ~p (K r - 2ko)]

(2.20)

Note that to reach (2 .20) , a more compact form is adopted in the square bracket
where

_L _L

s f p ( s PI<:j ,W jw P f<2,w2

+ w P R t ,w1s P F<2 ,w2 )

KJ ,Wj K2,W2

=

L L

2s f ps P Rt ,wl w

P R 2,w2

(2. 21)

R],W] R2 ,W2

for t hat t he electromagnetic coupling coefficient, s f P' is in its symmetric form .
Up to t his stage, it must be pointed out that in our second-order analysis, only the
patch scatter, which refers to t he sca tters occurring at essentially the same position
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remote from the antenna, is discussed. In fact, it was shown in [5] that this patch
scatter almost always dominates the second-order effects, while the other components,
i.e., double scatters t hat are widely separated with one of the two near the transmitter
or receiver , are generally negligible.
Now, by virt ue of (2. 15) and (2.20), the total electric field received from the swellcontaminated ocean surface is given by

(2.22)

In the next section, (2.22) will be used to develop the p ower sp ectral density (PSD)
of the received £-field .

2.2.2

The Doppler Power Spectral Density of the R eceived
Electric Field

An important step in arriving at the radar cross sections involves determining the psd
of the received electric field , En(t) , in (2.22). However , before we proceed to find this
PSD , a few statistical properties regarding the ocean surface shall be first defined: 1)
the ocean surface under investigation can be viewed as a real, zero-mean Gaussian
process. As a result, the scattered £ -field should be a random process as well , though
it does not have to be Gaussian. 2) as is common in oceanographic treatments, the
ocean surface shall be taken to be homogeneous and stationary, which suggests that
the addition of a constant space vector, 6.p, or a constant time period ,

T,

does not

affect the surface statistics. Actually, this is a very reasonable assumption, even in real
practice, because a typical scattering ocean patch for HF radar applications ranges
between 10 to 20 square kilometres, and the t ime necessary for a significant change to
occur on t he ocean surface is much greater than the time required for a typical single
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radar interrogation , e.g., 15 minutes.
W ith t he fundamental assumptions now clarified , we may proceed to seek the
power spectral density of the received E-field through a Fourier transformation of its
autocorrelation. Given stationarity, the autocorrelation of a random process will only
depend on t he time shift,

T,

so t hat we can conveniently express the autocorrelat ion,

R , of the field in (2 .22) as [26]

(2.23)

where t he effective apert ure of the receiving antenna A,. = (..\6/ 47r)G,. [54] with G,.
being t he gain of t he receiving antenna while ).0 is the free space wavelength of the
t ransmitted EM wave. Also,

* represents

the complex conjugation, and < · > indi-

cates the ensemble average. The normalization term , A,. , appearing in (2.23) readily
2'T!o

equates R (O) wit h the average power received from the scattering patch , i.e.
*
R (O) = -A,. < En (t ) · En(t)
>= -A,. < IEn (t )12 >= P,.

2'T!o

(2.24)

2'T!o

Now, applying (2.23) to (2.22) renders

(2.25)

Since t he ensemble average of a linear summation is equivalent to the sum of the
individual averages, we may rewrite (2.25) in a new form as

R(T)

=

A,. { < (En)l(t + T)(En)i(t) >

2'T!o

+ < (En)l(t + T)(En);(t) >

+ < (En)2 (t + T) (En )i (t ) > + < (En )2 (t + T) (En ); (t ) > }

(2.26)
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Obviously, (2.26) contains four distinct portions, among which the first and last averages account for the autocorrelation of the individual E-field components, and the
intermediate two terms indicate the cross-correlations. It is later shown in Appendix
A.3 t ha t the cross-correlated terms equal to zero and can be immediately eliminated
from (2 .26). Thus, only the remaining two components need to be examined in detail.

2.2.2.1

The First-order Doppler Power Spectral D ensity

Attention will now be fo cused on the first term appearing wit hin t he braces of (2 .26).
Since it is simply the autocorrela tion of the first-order field due to a single scatter, we
use the subscript "1" to define t he term as

AT
R 1(T) = < (En) I(t + T)(En) *l (t) >
2ryo

= A,. { 2fll 26. 21112k4 F4(p)
2ryo rJo

p

o

o (27rp)3

· j ( ~ Sl PR,w + ~ WlPR ,w) (
\

K,w

K,w

f= SlP}(',w' + K'f=,w' WlPJ?',w' ) )

K ,w
1

1

. v'K JK'e>w(t+'l e-;w'te'pKe-jpK's a [

t.;(

K - 2!:,)] Sa [

t.;

(K' - 2ko)] }

(2.27)

where the ensemble average, < · >, is performed only on t he random variables, s 1 PR,w
and w 1 Pi?,w· It is not difficult to see that t his ensemble average actually contains four
linear portions as

=

~

f= \Slpi{,wSlP](' ,w' + SlPR,wWlP}{',w' + Wl pj{,wSl p R',w' + WlPR,wWlPR,,w' )

I< ,w I<' ,w'

(2 .28)
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where the summation and < · > have been interchanged. Obviously, t he first and
fourth terms from the second line are autocorrelated, while the intermediate two are
cross correla ted. For the sake of brevity, only the first and second terms shall b e
detailed in the body of the t hesis (see Appendix A.l ). By following essentially the
same path, t he remaining two may be deduced without much effort.
In Appendix A.l , it is shown that

< lPK- ,w lp*..J(' ,w' >=

L ~S1 (m R )o(w + my/gK) di( dw ,

K = i('

)

w = w'

m=±12

{ 0,

otherwise
(2.29)

and that any cross-correla ted term involving a swell coefficient and a wind wave
coefficient will simply vanish. T herefore, (2 .27) can be rewritten in a differential form
as

R I(T) =

A,.1]o6l2~P2 ifoi2k3 ~:~)3 m~I

.7 J.7 [ssi(mK) +
-oo

-1r

wSI (mK )]

0

6

· o(w + m/9K)K2ejwTSa2[ ; (1(- 2ko) ] dK dB.Kdw

(2.30)

Note that to reach (2.30), we have employed the fact t hat

(2.31)

Then, the w integral in (2.30) immediately yields to t he delta constraint so that

R ,(r )

~ Acryot-l'~P'IIol'!;l rz:~)'

m'f) [ [ss,(mR) + wS,(mR)]

6
· K 2 dw7 Sa2 [ ; (K - 2k0 ) ] dK dB .K

(2.32)
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where w = -my/gK.
Having derived a relatively compact expression for R 1 ( T) , the normalized firstorder Doppler power spectral density, or, the power spectrum of the return signal
may now be determined via a Fourier t ra nsform with respect to
only term in (2.32) that involves t he time shift,

T,

Interestingly, the

T .

is eJwT, and we have, from Lathi

[55] , that
(2 .33)
Note that t he angular Doppler frequency wd, measured in radians p er second , is
actually the transform variable for

T.

In some cases, the Doppler frequency in hertz

is more favoured as a scale, which can be simply obtained through ! d = wdj21r. Now
the first-order Doppler spectrum , P 1 ( wd), is given by

(2.34)

Noting that the delta constraint in (2.34) actually implies
2

K = wd
g

so that

2VKd
d}( -_ -2wddWd -_ - Wd

g

.J9

'

(2.35)

we may replace dK in (2.34) with dwd and eliminate the integral over K by resorting
to the delta constraint. Now (2.34) may be written as

(2.36)
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2.2.2.2

The Se cond-orde r Doppler Powe r Spectral D en sity

Following the procedure for the first-order case described in section 2.2.2. 1, the a ut ocorrelation of t he second-order £ -field will now be addressed . From (2.20), we may
write

where r p = s r p+ H r p gives the COUpling coefficient for the COmbined electromagnetic
and hydrodynamic effects.

If we expand the complex ensemble average into a linear summat ion , which is
tedious but straight forward , we may obtain

\ [rp( Sl p i( 1 ,w 1 Slpf( 2 ,w2

.

+ Wlpf< 1 ,w1 Wlpi(2 ,w2 ) + 2Er pSl pJ< ,w W1pi{ ,w
1

1

2

2]

[r; (slPJ~' w'sl PJ~ ' w' + WlPf<, w' WlpJ~' w' ) + 2Er ;s1Pf<, w' Wl Pf<, w' ])
1'

1

2l

2

1'

1

2)

2

1'

1

21 2

= 1rpl [ ( s iPP: 1 ,w1 Sl PR2 ,w2 Sl PI~; ,w; Slp1~2,w2) + (s1 Pi{1 ,w1 SIPP:2 ,w2 w1 PI~~ ,w; WlpJ~2,w2)
2

+ (Wlpi( ,w Wlpi{2 ,w 2 SlpJ~; ,w ; Sl p1~2,w2 ) + (Wl pi( ,w Wlp/( ,w Wl p R;,w; Wl pR2,w2) ]
1

1

1

2

1

2

+ 2r ps r ; [(s l PJ< ,w Sl pJ<2,w2Sl p R; ,w; WlPR2,w) + (Wlpi{ ,w WlpR:2 ,w2 Sl P1~; ,w ; w1PR2,w)]
1

1

1

1

+ 2r ; s r p [( s lPR! ,wi Wlpf{2,w2S1pl~ ;,w ; Sl pR2,w) + (si PRt ,wl WlpR2,w2Wl P;'?_;,w;Wl P}{2,w)]
(2 .38)
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Clearly, an essential step to simplify (2.37) involves resolving these complex < · > that
has up to four separate Fourier coefficients. Although (2.38) seems to b e awkward
a t first gla nce, it is shown in Appendix A.2 t hat only t he averages wit h all variables
from the same wave system as well as the last line in (2.38) will be retained, while
the other components may simply reduce to zero. With help from (A.23) a nd (A.27),
we now rewrite (2.37) as

00

L

00

7r

00

7r

00

j j j j j j [1rpl2( ssi (miR\ )sSI(m2 J{2) + wSI(m1R\)wSI (m2 I?2) )

L

mt=±l ffi2 =± l _ oo - 7r 0 - oo -7r 0

+ 2lef pl2 ( sS1 (m1R\)wS1 (m2K 2)) J8(w1 + m1 Jii(;)c5(w2 + m2r;;K;)
. K rej(wt +w2 )r Sa 2 [ ~p (K r - 2k0 ) J K 1 dK1 dep~ dw1K2dK2dei{ 2 dw2

1

(2.39)

where t he relation in (2.31) is again employed. By solving t he delta constraint in
(2 .39) a nd converting the K2 integration into an integral over Kr with the stipulation
that

K2 =

Kr -

K1

so that dJ{ 2

=

dKr [5], the autocorrelation may be further

simplified as

7r

L

L

00

7r

00

j j j j [1rp12( ssl(m1K1 )sSI (m2K2) + wS1(mlKI)wSI(m2K2) )

ffi] =±1 ffi2=±1_ 7r 0 - 7r 0

(2 .40)

with w1

=

- m 1 v?iJ(; and w2

Rr = R1 + R2 a nd w =

=

- m 2 yfiK;. Of course, t he key stipulations that

w 1 +w 2 still apply, with

Rr lying a long t he radar look direction.
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Also, since (2.40) is the autocorrelation of t he second-order £-field associated with
patch scatter only, the surface components that form the second-order ocean waves,
which are here denoted by wave vectors

R1 and R2 , are expected to be found within

the same remote ocean patch .
Next, following exactly t he same procedure as for the first-order scatter, a Fourier
transform on (2.40) with resp ect to

T

is performed, and the second-order power spec-

tral density, P2 (wd), can be written analogously to (2 .34) as

7f

2::=

2::=

00

1r

00

j j j j [lfpl2( ssi(miRI)sSI(m2 R 2) + wS1 (m1i~.\)wSI(m2R2))

ffi J = ± l ffi2=±1 _ .,. 0

-71"

0

(2.41)

Based on these results, the overall monostatic Doppler P SD , P(wd), of the received
signal from swell-contaminated seas may be simply written as

(2.42)

where the two components on t he right hand side are given by (2.36) and (2 .41),
respectively.

2.2 .3

D erivation of the Cross Sections for the "No Coupling"
Case

Since the radar cross section , CJ(wd) , t hat we seek here is the average cross section per
unit area, we shall first normalize the PSD in (2 .42) to the scat tering ocean patch area.
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It is seen from Fig. 2.1 that for a scattering region dictated by a range resolution ,
l::.p, and beamwidth, deN, at an observation range, p, the elemental area may be

approximated by
dA

~

p!J.pdeN

(2 .43)

It must be noted that for the first-order scatt er and the second-order patch scatter

diSCUSSed in the previous Section, eN in (2.43) is precisely the direction ej( in (2.36)
or el<r in (2.41) , which both correspond to the radar look direction.

Antenna

Figure 2.1: The general geometry of the scatt ering ocean patch
Next , a key step leading to the cross sections involves the consideration of the
monostatic radar range equation (see, for example, Barton [56]). In our case where
the cross section is normalized to dA , we may accordingly express the radar range
equation in an incremental form as

(2.44)
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where o-(wd) is the cross section being sought , P1 is the transmitt ed power , and G1 and

G,. are the free space gains of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. T he product
of these three may be expressed more explicitly with the specific antenna parameters,
i.e., for the elementary vertical dipole assumed in this t hesis,

(2.45)

where A,. has already been defined in (2.23) as the effective free space aperture of the
receiving antenna . Combining the equations presented above, (2.44) now takes a new
form as
2

2

4

dP(wd ) = A,.1]o6l ll ol k6F (p) o-(wd)
dA

1281r3 p4

(2 .46)

where o-(wd) actually contains two parts consistent with (2.42) as

(2 .47)

and the subscript 1 and 2 intuitively represent the first-order and second-order radar
cross sections.
Finally, based on the power spectral densities developed in (2.42) and the monostatic radar range equation in (2 .46), the expressions for the various radar cross section
components will be presented. Given the fact that deN

=deR' we may compare (2.36)

with (2.46) to give

(2 .48)
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from which it immediately follows that the first-order component of t he monostatic
HF radar cross section of the swell-contaminated seas can be written as

(2.49)

It should be noted that (2.49) has a unit of (radian j second )- 1 and accounts for a
single scatter from first-order waves only.
Similarly, the second-order HF radar cross section for swell-contaminated seas will
be given by
00

0"2(wd) = 81rk66.p

L

L

1f

00

j j j [1rpl 2 ( ssl(mli(\ )sSJ(m2K2)

m1 = ± l m2 = ± l 0

-tr

0

+ wS1(m1K1)wS1 (m2K2)) + 2lerpl2( sS1(m1KJ) wS1 (m2K2)) J
· 6(wd +

mn(;;"K; + m2~)Ki-K1Sa2

[

6
: (Kr - 2ko)] dK1d()R 1 dKr

(2.50)
To conclude this section , a few important assumptions shall be restated: 1) for
both swell a nd wind waves, the sea surface can be viewed as a homogeneous and
stationary zero-m ean Gaussian process; 2) the swell and wind wave components are
decoupled and independent from each other , so t hat t he total Fourier coefficient of
t he ocean surface, rPi( ,w' contains only two linear portions.

2.3

Cross Se ctions Involving Coupling Effe cts

In the previous section , t he HF radar cross sections were derived for mixed sea surface
based on the assumption that no coupling effects exist between swell and wind waves.
However, strong non-linear interaction between long-period waves such as swell and
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shorter wind waves has been verified both through experiments [57] and field observations [58]. In recent attempts , a few researchers [59, 11] have numerically modeled
t he coupling process b etween swell and wind waves by following Hasselmann 's classic
work [51] on non-linear energy transfer for gravity waves. Despite the fact that their
numerical models demonstrate weaker interaction effects than real measurements, the
general process agrees quite well.
In this context, a new coupling term,

c PR ,w>

indicating the non-linear coupling

effects between swell and wind waves is added into t he Fourier representation in
(2. 11 ), with the coupling coefficient denoted by c f p (whose form is unclear for the
moment). Now the total Fourier coefficient

= -

0 -

c f pS1pi(I ,w1W1 pj{2 ,w2

r P R,w

may b e expanded as

+ ( sl P J{ ,w +- ~ - ofpS1 p i(I ,wi S1 pi{2,W2 )

K1 + K 2= K
WJ+W2=W

K 1+K2= K
WJ+W2=W

+ ( w1PR ,w + _

0 _

Hfpw 1PI{\ ,w 1 W1 PR2 ,w2 )

(2.51)

K 1+K2=K
WJ+W2=W

Based on (2 .51), we can easily form the first- a nd second-order E-field received from
the ocean surface by following the same procedure as described in Section 2.2. 1. It is
then found that for this new "coupling case", th e received first-order E -field , which
arises from single scatters from fi rst-order ocean waves only, has exactly the same
expression as (2.15). Since t he first-order electric fields in t he two cases are identical
with each other, we may skip the deriva tion process and directly write t he final firstorder cross section for the "coupling case" as

(2.52)
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with the symbol definitions remaining the same as before.
While there is no change in the first-order result , the second-order E-field in the
"coupling case" will be slightly modified. By substituting (2 .51) back into (2 .3), we
observe that the hydrodynamic second-order E-field is given by

H

. 1\l 1\ 1 k2 F 2(p) -j!!.4 jko6p
(En )2 (t ) -- -JTJo
u up o 0 ( 1rp)3/2 e
e
2

· _L _L

[Hrp(s1PJ{\ ,w1 S 1PR 2 ,w2 + W1PR 1 ,w 1 W1PJ{ 2 ,w 2 )

+ c f ps1 P R 1 ,w 1 W1PR2 ,w2 ]

KJ ,WJ Kz,wz

(2.53)

Similarly, the electromagnetic second-order E -field can be obtained by substit uting

(2.51) into (2.4) and neglecting the higher-order effects, which is seen to take the same
form as (2.19) , i.e.,

· ( s1P-l<J ,W i s 1 PKz ,wz

+ 2s1 P K- J,W t w ·1P-K z,wz + w 1P KJ- ,W J w1P-K z,wz )

. j:K;ej(w!+wz)tejpKr s a [ ~p (Kr - 2ko)] .

(2.54)

Thus, the total second-order E-field can be promptly obtained by combining the two
portions as

(En)2(t) = H(En)2(t) + E(En)2(t)
2

2 F (p)
-- - JTJou
. 1\l/\
-j!!. jko 6.p L
up I o ko ( 21fp
) 3/ 2 e 4 e
-

L [(c r

p +

_

2E

r)
p

S1

PI<-
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j 0Wj w 1 I< z,wz

KJ ,WJ K z,wz
+ f p ( S 1pj{ 1 ,w 1 S 1pJ?2 ,w2 + W1pJ{ 1 ,w1 W1pj{2 ,w2 )

· jl(;ei(w1 +wz)teipi<r sa [ ~p (Kr - 2ko) J

]

(2 .55)
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where as usual,

rP=

ef p

+ Hrp .

Next, we shall seek the autocorrelation of (2.55). By referring to Appendix A.2
for the ensemble averages tha t equal to zero, we may express the rem ainder of t he
autocorrelation as

R2(T)

=

~

< (En)2(t + T)(En);(t ) >

2rJo
A,.rJo6.l26.p2IJol2kci F4(p)
2
(27rp)3

{ _L _L _L _L [lcrP + 2£rp1
K1 ,Wt K2,w2 K; ,w;

2

(siPj{1 ,w 1 wiPR2,w2SIP1"<:;,w;

K~ ,w;

+ If pl ( (siP/{ ,w Sl p j(2,w2SlPJ*<:; ,w; SlpR~, w;) + ( Wl p /(

w1P1"<:~ ,w)

2

1

1

1

,w1 WlpR 2,w2Wlpf*<;,w;

WlPJ*<:~,w~ )) ]

. [K;/i(;.ej(w!+w2)(t+T)e-j(w; +w~ )t ejpi<r e -jpJ<~
(2.56)

Again, employing the results in (A.23) and (A.27), we can reduce (2.56) into a differentia } form as
4
2 2 2
R (T) = ArrJob..l 6.p IIol kci F (p)
2
4
(27Tp)3

='f±lm'f±I_lll_lll{[lrvl'(ssi(miKI)sSI(m,K,)+ wSI(miKI)wSI(m,K,))]
+ [ ~lcr, + 2Er,l' (ssi (miKI)wSI(m,K,))] }6(w1+ ml\[ ii(;)6(w, + m,{rJK,)
7

2

· K r eJ(w 1 +w2 ) Sa [ 6.; (Kr

- 2ko)] K 1 dK1 d8R1 dw1K2dK2dBR2 dw2

(2. 57)

By converting the dK2 integral into a dKr integral and eliminating t he integrals of
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dw 1 and dw2 in accordance with the delta constraints, we have

A, 1]ol::.l 2 l::.p 2 ll ol2 kg F 4 (p)
R2(T) =
4
(27rp)3

m'f±lm'f±lllll {[lr,l' (ss,(m,K,)sS,(m,K,) +wS,(m, K )wS,(m, K,))]
1

+ [~lcr,+ 2Er,l' (sS,(m,K,)wS, (m,K,))] }
(2.58)

Finally, following the same process presented in the previous sect ion (A Fourier transform and a normalization by the pa tch area), we obtain the second-order cross section
involving coupling effects between swell and wind waves as

"' (w,)

~ 8"k6~'>P m
'[;±,m'[;±J111{[lr,I' (sS, (m, K!)sS,(m K
2

2)

+ wS,(m ,K!)wS,(m,K,)) ] + [~lcr, +2er.l' (sS,(m,KJ)wS,(m,K,))]}
· 6(wd

+ m1 j9i{; + m2/ii(;)K'!jK1Sa 2[

t:.; (K r- 2ko )J dK1 dBR dK r
1

.

(2.59)

Although the difference between (2.59) and (2. 50) is self-evident , a solid conclusion
may not be drawn at this point as to which one of the two results is more valid before
calculating the cross sections and comparing them with real Doppler radar spectra.
In the next section , we will validate our derived cross section models against the data
collected in field tests, and various features of b oth the "no coupling" and "coupling"
models will be presented and discussed.
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2.4

Calculation and Interpretation of the Cross Sections

2.4.1

Choice of Spectral Model for Swell Contaminated Seas

Any descript ion of the scattering of radar signals from the ocean surface obviously
must incorpora te a particular ocean model. Typically, this model is specified by a
directional wave number spectrum, 5 1 (K ), with the direction of the wave vectors, K ,
being ej{ (i.e.

K = (K , ef( )).

Specifically, it is assumed that this wave spectrum can

be expressed as the product of a non-directional spectrum , 5 1 ( K) , and a normalized

e

directional distribut ion, D( R) [60]. That is,

(2.60)

In our case, the two distinct directional spectra appearing in (2.59) shall be defined
as

(2.61)

where 5 5( K) and w5(K) represent the non-directional portion for swell and wind
waves, respectively, while D s ( eR ) and Dw(ep:) denote t heir respective directional distribution. The exact expressions for (2.61 ) will be given in what follows.

2.4.1.1

The Swell Component

During the last two decades, several distinct non-directional models have been const ructed to represent swell. By examining a 40-day long wave record at Cape Grim,
Australia, Hinwood et al. [61] suggested t hat the swell component can be well de-
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scribed by a Wallop spectrum. Similarly, Torsethaugen [62] t racked buoy data collected in North Sea for a month and modelled t he swell part as a narrow bandwidth
Jonswap spectrum. Although these two spectra are similar in the overall shape, the
Wallop spectrum is more appropriate in our case because its short decaying tail better matches the property of swell generated at great distances. The non-directional
portion of the swell is thus expressed by

sS1 (K) =

l

-N

w

* (-wP tN * exp -4( w- ) 4
2w3

A* Go* -

(2.62)

Wp

where Go and A denote two normalization factors ,

Wp

implies the peak angular fre-

quency and N gives the shape factor that determines the spectral spreading [63]. Note
that K and w are related via the deep water dispersion relationship throughout this
thesis as

w=/iK .

(2.63)

As will be further introduced in Chapter 4, the typical period for swell components
is within the range of 10-18 seconds, while the corresponding significant wave height
has a maximum of 4 metres [50].
Historically, just as several forms of S1 (K) have evolved , so has a variety of directional models, D(BR ). Yet , little information can be found regarding the exact
directional distribution for the swell component. For simplicity, we employ the traditional cardioid directional distribution (cos25) with s

= 30 to illustrate its convergent

property as
5

D(B - ) =
I<

r(s + 1) cos2s
2ft(s + 1/ 2)

(eR-2 Bs)

(2.64)

In (2.64) , Bs denotes the dominant swell propagation direction and r (-) is the usual
gamma function.
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2.4.1.2

The W ind-sea Component

As in [29], here a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is adopted to represent the fully developed wind driven sea. As a result , the non-directional portion, wS(K ), with a slight
modification, can be given by

(2.65)

where

O'.pNJ

is a non-dimensional constant equal to 0.0081 and U represents the wind

speed measured at 19.5 m above the ocean surface. It can be seen t hat U is t he sole
variable describing t he spectrum and there is clearly no fetch or duration dependence.
In t erms of the directional portion w D( ef{) for wind seas, the cos25 spreading is
again applied, but now with a value of s = 2 t o indicate the normal broad spreading
of wind waves.
Generally, the wave model int roduced in this section for swell-contaminated seas is
used as necessary throughout the cross section simulation and the inversion process.
A comparison between this wave spectrum model and real data presented by Wyatt
[3] is shown in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3. The narrow-band swell component with a centre
frequency at 0. 85 Hz and a mean direction of 210° is evident in both figures, while
the broad-band wind wave portion is more irregular in the real wave data.

2.4.2

The F irst-order Cross Section Analysis

The first-order cross section of swell-contaminated seas, denoted by (2.52) , may be
calculated by following the procedure described in [5] . Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 illustrate
the smoothed first-order cross sections when t he operating radar frequency is 15 and
5 MHz, respectively, and the corresponding scatt ering geometry is shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Clearly, the overall shape and major peak positions of the Doppler spectrum remain
unchanged compared to that of wind driven seas only. This may be explained by the
fact tha t the two prominent Bragg peaks result from the interaction between the
radar signal and short wind waves, rather than the long-period waves such as swell;
therefore, the introduction of the swell component will not cause significant change in
the Bragg region. However, it may be also not iced that when the intersection angle
between the swell direction and the radar look direction cPi =

IeK -

es I :::;

20° (see

Fig. 2.7) , a visible peak at near-zero Doppler appears due t o the presence of the swell
component . Predictably, the amplitude of this first-order swell peak largely depends
on the swell height and the intersection angle cPi t hat determines the projected swell
velocity along t he radar look direction. For example, if the swell propagation direction
is aligned with the radar look direction, the first-order scatt ering from long waves will
be the strongest. On t he other hand , if t he swell direction is perpendicular to the look
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direction , the first-order scattering from the swell is simply negligible. In other words,
to get an enhanced first-order swell peak, one should expect ¢i to approach zero, and
the swell height to be reasonably large, and the local sea state to be low. Obviously,
such prerequisites are seldom satisfi ed simultaneously in the real world. Thus, the
first-order swell peak is often obscured either by noise or by the surrounding secondorder Doppler continuum, which makes it unlikely to be seen in real data. Moreover ,
since the first-order cross section equations are identical in b oth the "coupling case"
and the "non-coupling case", it is impossible to determine which case is more valid
by solely depicting the first-order results.

2.4.3

The Second-order Cross Section Analysis

A cross section comparison between the "coupling case" and the "non-coupling case"
is shown in Fig. 2. 8. Since the exact equation for t he coupling coefficient ,

cr P'

is

still unknown, for the purpose of this work, we assume it to take the same form as
11

rP

during the simulation. It is apparent that the solid curve, which indicates t he

cross sections with coupling effects involved , agrees well with the field data collected
in [23 , 4] (e.g., see Fig.

2.9) , as four second-order swell p eaks are clearly visible

surrounding the first-order Bragg region. On the contrary, the dashed curve depicting
the non-coupling case has no swell peak structures and does not match with field
observations.
Another important observation is that the hydrodynamic contribution to t he second order is generally dominant , especially in the Doppler region where the swell
peaks and the Bragg peaks are located (see F ig. 2.10). Since these peaks contain
sufficient information for subsequent extraction, we may safely neglect the electromagnetic coupling effects when developing the inversion algorithm for swell.

In brief, a form of non-linear interaction must exist between the incoming swell
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and local wind waves, and t he coupling effects can be well explained by Hasselman's
classic energy transfer theory for gravity waves [51]. Thus, (2.59), rather than (2 .50),
will be referred to hereafter as the proper form for the second-order cross section.
Various features of t he model will be presented in the following analysis.

2.4.3 .1

The Effects of the Radar Operating Frequency

Fig. 2. 11 shows the cross sections for t hree different operating frequencies of 10 MHz,
15 MHz, and 25 MHz. It is apparent that the first-order Bragg peaks, while shifted
in Doppler, are of comparable magnitudes. Again , this is explained by t he fact that
the ocean waves producing t hese peaks are basically short waves, which are located
in the saturated region of t he wave height sp ectrum.
It is noteworthy that the swell peaks are generally more prominent at higher frequencies, which suggests that the swell information may be better extracted when the
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radar is operating in the upper HF band (15-30 MHz). However , since the change in
the operating frequency does not significantly affect t he radar cross sections in t he
swell peak region , a fixed value of 15 MHz is chosen hereafter.

2.4.3.2

The Effects of the Swell Significant Wave Height

As can be expected, the amplit udes of the swell peaks will largely depend on the
significant wave height of the swell component. F ig. 2.1 2 demonstrates t his effect by
setting the swell height to 0.5 , 1, and 2 metres, respectively.
An initial observation from Fig. 2.12 is t hat the strength of the Doppler spectrum ,
aside from the swell peak region , is almost ident ical for the three cases shown . Still, it
is worth noticing that a small increase in amplit udes occurs at the near-zero Doppler,
which corresponds to the increase of first-order swell peaks due to larger s H s (see
Fig. 2.5). Such differences can be simply viewed as trivial in real practice, where the
spectrum is quite rough and noise-contaminated.
A close examination reveals that the amplitudes of t he swell peaks are almost
proportional to the square of s H 5 , which agrees with [23], where it is stated that t he
normalized power of the swell peaks can b e given by

Rmm'
'
where

r m,m'

=

2

2sH s Jfmm'l
'

2

(2.66)

is a constant coupling coefficient t hat includes both hydrodynamic and

electromagnetic effects.
Moreover, it is seen tha t t he swell peaks are barely visible when sHs

= 0.5 m,

which indicates that the inversion of swell information is impossible beyond a certain
threshold for the swell height (e.g., 0.5 m).
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Figure 2. 12: The effect on the cross sections of changing the swell significant wave
height , s Hs. The remaining parameters are identical to those in the middle figure of
Fig. 2. 11.
2.4.3.3

The Effects of the Swell Propagating Direction

Fig. 2.13 portrays how t he swell propagating direction, Bs, influences the cross section.
While t he Doppler positions of the swell peaks do not vary significantly for the three
values of t he intersection angle ¢i, the amplitudes drop quickly as cPi increases. This
result agrees with [49] , in which it is suggested from field observation that the swell
peak amplitude "reaches a maximum when the radar beam is in line with the direction
of swell propagation and is a minimum when the beam is orthogonal to the direction of
swell-wave propagation". Meanwhile, the slight difference between the peak positions
can be explained by the fact that the frequency contours defined by the delta function
constraint are not perfect circles [64] . Finally, the small increase at near-zero Doppler
due to t he first-order swell peaks may be again observed when changing the value of
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Figure 2.13: The effect on the cross sections of changing the swell propagating direction ,
The intersection angle, cPi in the figure can b e given by cPi = IBJ<- Bsl · T he
remaining parameters are identical to those in Fig. 2.1 1.

es.

2.4.3.4

The Effects of the Swell Dominant Period

Next, the effects of changing the swell peak frequency, fs, or , the dominant period , T 8 ,
are depicted in Fig. 2.14. Unlike the observation made from changing swell directions,
the swell peaks now have almost the same heights but completely different p ositions.
This is mainly due to the change in the size of the wave vector, i (, that is responsible
for the maximum scatter. Thus , in order to extract the peak frequency of the swell
component, t he positions of the swell peaks must be first identified. This also coincides
with the inversion algorithm proposed in [23]. A more detailed discussion regarding
the relation between the theoretical swell peak positions and swell periods can be
found in Appendix C.
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2.4.3.5

The Effects of the Local Wind Speed

As was discussed in [5] , the most obvious spectral effects, when changing the local
wind speed, occurs adjacent to the Bragg peaks. Basically, at higher wind speeds,
the relatively longer wind waves that produce the scatter carry a significant amount
of the spectral energy so that t he wind wave second-order structure has much higher
peaks. However, since the swell peaks are not created by these long wind waves but
rather by a particular swell wave component (whose frequency and power are already
fixed) and a very short wind wave (which is located in the saturated region of the
wave height spectrum), the amplitudes for swell peaks will remain almost constant
as wind speed changes. In other words, when the local sea stat e is low, we are more
likely to observe four clean swell peaks without the interference from the surrounding
wind wave structures (e.g. , the reel dashed curve in Fig. 2.15); otherwise, the swell
peaks can be complet ely buried.
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Figure 2.15: The effect on the cross sections of changing the local wind speed, Uw ·
The remaining parameters are identical to those in Fig. 2 .11. In the case where
Uw = 15 m/s, the swell peaks are no longer visible.
2.4.3.6

The Effects of the Local Wind Direction

Fig. 2. 16 illustrates how t he local wind direction influences the cross section. As in [5],
when the wind direction is within 90 degrees of the radar look direction , the spectral
energy is primarily distributed in the negative Doppler region. On the contrary, when
the wind is blowing opposite to radar look direction , the positive Doppler section will
be greatly enhanced . T he implication is quite obvious: when the positive and negative
Doppler region is imbalanced , there is a greater possibility that the two swell peaks
on the one side are obscured by external noise (see the t hird figure in F ig. 2.16). In
Chapter 4, it is stated that t he extraction of swell information is most robust when
all four swell peaks are considered. Thus, the accuracy of t he inversion process could
be significant ly a ffected by the local wind direction.
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Figure 2.16: The effect on the cross sections of changing the local wind direction,
Bw · The remaining parameters are identical to those in Fig. 2.11. In the case where
Bw = goo (aligns with t he radar look direction) , the swell peaks in t he positive Doppler
region totally vanish and may degrade the later inversion process.
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2.5

G e n eral Chapte r Summary

This chapter has been devoted t o the derivation of t he first- and second-order radar
cross sections of swell-contaminated seas. Due to the simila rity to t he problem involving wind waves only, the equations for the received electric field scattered from
a general ocean surface were first repeated , with t he scattering surface represented
by a three-dimensiona l Fourier series. The swell component was then incorporated
via two different ways: 1) the incoming swell and local wind waves were assumed
t o be independent with no hydrodynamic interaction existing b etween the two, 2) a
coupling p ortion , based on the classic analysis of Hasselmann [51], was added to the
contribution from swell and wind waves. The received power spectra l density and ,
subsequently, the rada r cross sections per unit area for t he two cases were developed
t o second order.
In order to va lidate the model, the p rop osed cross sections were calculated and
depicted. It has been observed t hat the assumption which emphasizes the non-linear
co upling effects between swell a nd wind waves, was more reasonable, as t he corresp onding Doppler spectrum displayed clear swell peak structures t h at highly resemble
field da t a, while t he first case above did not. Meanwhile, such a result provided a new
persp ective t o prove t he existence of the complicated coupling effects.
Fina lly, a variety of parameters affecting the cross sections were examined. T hese
included opera ting frequency, swell height, direction a nd period , local wind sp eed
and direction. It has b een concluded that the swell direction a nd p eriod can b e
inverted from the Doppler positions of t he four swell peaks, an d the swell height
closely associates with the swell peak amplitudes. Also, the local sea state might
significantly affect the inversion accuracy by obscuring t he swell peaks .
In the next cha pter , the cross section model is extended to include an F MCW
waveform , instead of t he pulsed waveform , as the excited source. Upon completing
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the derivation, an inversion algorithm for swell parameters will be finally developed.

Chapter 3
The HF Radar Cross Sections of
Swell-contaminated Seas for an
FMCW Waveform
In this chapter, t he cross section equations presented in Section 2.3 are extended
to include a dipole source with a linear frequency-modulated continuous waveform
(FMCW). Presently, most HF ground surveillance applications are based on the
FMCW waveform due to its better resolution, less complexity, and lower peak power.
Consequently, t he development of an inversion algorithm to obtain ocean information
from backscattered signals wit h an FMCW source rather than a pulsed source is quite
important. To do so, a proper cross section model for the FMCW operation must be
first established.
The fundamental analysis regarding the issue has already been extensively discussed in [30] and will not be repeated here. Generally, the equations of the firstand second-order cross sections for an FMCW waveform can be written analogously
to (2.52) and (2 .59). The results are then depict ed and compared with t hose for the
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pulse ra da r opera tion , and it is seen t hat the differences b etween the two modes are
negligible in the present context.

3.1

The Derivation of the RCS for an FMCW Waveform

In [30], t he mathematical equations for the electric fields collected after the first
Fourier transform , or t he so called "range transform", were neatly present ed . Again ,
since the ocean surface defined in [30] was a general one, we may directly apply t hose
field equations to t he swell contamination case. Thus , the first-order E -field , including
both single scatters and double scatt ers from first-order ocean waves , can be given by

-(E)
n 1 (Wr, t) -

. "l" 10 k20 ( F2(p)
-J~
) 3/2 e

- .JT/OU u p

21rp

. """"'
P - IJ(ejwt e j (K-2ko+kr )PTr Sm(K , k BW , 6 r )
~ T K ,w Y.t\

(3. 1)

R ,w

where t he new argument, wr , corresp onds to a certain range cell at a distance of p via
t he rela tion that

(3.2)
where a is the sweep ra te of the FMCW signal whose sweep bandwidth is B and
sweep int erval is T.,. , i.e., a = B / Tr · Moreover , the symbolic range resolution , 6 p, is
now associated with t he sweep bandwidth t hrough 6 p

= cj 2B .

Finally, kr and k 8

are defined by
kr

=

Wr

c

and k Bw

= 21rB
c

(3.3)
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and the Sm ( ·) function is defined as

Sm(K, ks w, 6 ,.) =

l{ Si[(K- 2ko + ksw )6r] - Si[( K- 2ko - ksw )6 r] }

(3 .4)

where the quantity Si refers to the sine integral

Si(x)

=]

sint(t) dt

(3.5)

0

and ±6r represents the interaction between range bins and may t ake the value of

6 = 6p 26p 36 p
T
2
2
2 >
1

1

(3.6)

In practice, such effects determine the actual range resolution and may be mitigated
by windowing. Finally, the key term in (3.1) for the present analysis, the total Fourier
coefficients of the swell-contaminated ocean surface, takes the same form as (2.51),
which has been shown to be valid in the previous chapter.
Having clarified all parameters in (3 .1) , we can proceed to write the electromagnetic
second-order E-field as

(3.7)

where

Kr = i(1 + K2 still holds.

As in Section 2.3, the next step is to calculate the autocorrelations of the firstand second-order E-field given by (3.1) and (3.7). Obviously, the critical analysis on
the ensemble averages, presented in Appendix A, is independent from the excitation
source being used so that the parts associated with the wave height spectrum can
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be written analogously to (2.52) and (2 .59). However , the remaining t erms must be
modified according to [30]. Finally, the first-order cross section of swell-contaminated
seas for FMCW radars is given by

(3.8)

and , similarly, the second-order cross section is

"' (w,)

~ 8nki t.p m:;±l m~±l

lll{ ,j' (
[1r

sS 1 ( m, A\ )sSJ (m2 A'2 )

+ wS,(m,A'J)wS,(m,A',))] + [ ~jcr, + 2er,j' (sS1 (m1 A'1 )wS1 (m,A',))]}
· c5(wd + mn{iK; + m2.fii(;)K~K1Sm 2 (I<r , ksw , !:::..,. )dKl def< 1 dKr

(3 .9)

When (3.8) and (3.9) are compared with the cross section equations for pulsed
radars, the only notable distinction is that the squared sampling function, Sa(-), is
now replaced by the newly defined function, Sm( ·), that contains the sine integral.
In the next section, the features of the two cross section components will be further
analyzed.

3.2

The Interpretation of the RCS for an FMCW
wave form

3.2.1

T he First-orde r C ross Section A nalysis

Figures 3. 1 and 3.2 illustrate t he smoothed versions of the first-order cross section for
both pulsed and FMCW radars , with the op erating frequencies being 15 MHz and 5
MHz, resp ectively. For the FMCW operation, the operating frequency is taken to be
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the central frequency of the sweep bandwidt h, B.
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Figure 3.1: A comparison between the first-order cross sections for pulsed and FMCW
waveforms. The operating frequency is f o = 15 MHz, t he sweep bandwidth is B =
100 kHz, the wind speed is 10 m/s, and the wind direction is goo to the radar look
direction. The patch width is 6. p = 1000m, and the integral limit 6.r = 6-p/2.
It can be observed from both figures that the maxima, i.e. , the two prominent

Bragg peaks which are det ermined by w 3 = ±J2gk0 , are coincident . However, the
sidelobe level in the FMCW case is significantly lower than that for the pulsed case.
This suggests that the first-order swell peaks, which can be rarely observed due to its
proximity to the noise floor and the second-order structures, are now even harder to
detect in t he FMCW case. In other words, it is unrealistic to extract any valid swell
information from these first-order swell peaks.

3.2.2

The Second-order Cross Section Analysis

In order to carry out the calculation for the second-order cross section, the Sm(-)
function must be first addressed . It has been stated in [30] that when 6.p

---7

oo so
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Figure 3.2: A a nother comparison when the operating frequency is f o = 5 MHz. The
rema ining pa ra meters are identical to those in Fig. 3. 1.
that~:::.;. --7

oo (which means large radial patch width in practice), we have

where h(-) denotes the Heaviside function. Assuming that the other terms in (3.9)
va ry slowly for the following wave number interval (which is very reasonable since

k 8 w is almost negligib le compared to k 0 ) ,

2ko - ka < K r < 2ko

+ ka

(3. 11)

the right ha nd side of (3. 10) , within such a narrow wave number interval, may be
replaced by a squared sampling function as

(3. 12)
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Substituting (3 .1 2) back into (3.9) , it may be easily seen that the second-order cross
section in the FMCW case reduces to its counterpart in the pulsed case, i.e., equation (2.59). Thus, we can start the numerical calculation using the same techniques
employed in Section 2.4.3.
Fig. 3.3 shows the combined first- and second-order cross sections for the two cases
of the FMCW and pulsed waveforms. Since the first-order power surrounding Bragg
peaks in the FMCW case decays faster than that in the pulsed case, the definit ion
of swell peaks is correspondingly higher in the former case. Still, the amplitudes and
positions of the swell peaks are identical in the two curves, which indicates that any
inversion algorithm for swell information can be indiscriminately applied to either
FMCW or pulsed radar operation.
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Figure 3.3: A full comparison between the cross sections of the FMCW and pulsed
waveforms. The operating frequency is fo = 15 MHz. The remaining parameters are
identical to those in Fig. 3.1.
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3.3

General Chapter Summary

In this chapter , the first- and second-order cross sections of swell-contaminated seas
have been derived for the case involving an FMCW source. Since the ocean surface
profile is independent from the excitation source being applied , the obtained cross
section results were very similar to those for the pulsed radar operation .
One thing worth noticing is that the first-order cross section in the FMCW case
has lower sidelobes than that in the pulsed case, and t he power level in t he Bragg
region decays faster. This produces slightly higher definition for the second-order swell
peaks. However, such tiny differences would not significantly affect the development
of an inversion algorithm. Thus, the automated swell inversion routine presented in
the next Chapter may be applied to either the pulse or FMCW case.

Chapter 4
Extraction of Swell Parameters
from Noisy HF Radar Signals
Having derived the first- and second-order radar cross sections of swell-contaminated
seas, the major goal in this chapter is to develop an automated inversion algorithm for
swell information from radar sea echoes. This piece of work is partially accomplished
in [65]. Basically, to completely reconstruct a directional swell wave height spectrum,
the following parameters are required: the swell peak frequency, f s (or period , T 8 ), the
dominant direction,

e

s)

the frequency spreading (or later known as the shape factor )

N) , t he significant wave height , s Hs, and the directional spreading, s, for a typical
cardioid model. For the purpose of illustration , the received radar time series with
external white Gaussian noise is first simulated , from which t he Doppler spectrum
is estimated as a periodogram. Next , all second-order swell peaks, which contain
a large amount of information regarding the swell component, are identified in the
spectrum. The Doppler positions of these swell peaks are then processed through
a robust routine to minimize the negative effects of low quality signals. Then, the
processed values are used to calculat e the domina nt period and propagation direction
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of swell. Meanwhile, the half-power width of each swell peak is extracted in order to
derive the frequency spreading of the unknown swell wave height spectrum. Finally,
the various amplitudes of swell peaks are normalized to the respective Bragg peak
power, and by doing so, the dependence on the wind wave information is eliminated
from the inversion routine. Thus, the obtained value can be used to estimate the swell
significant wave height as well as its directional spreading.
ext, the proposed inversion algorithm is tested on a large set of simulated data.
Based on the results, some final addit ions to the routine will be made to improve the
overall extraction performance. Finally, t he effects of changing local sea states are
particularly investigated, and the limitations of the algorithm are revealed.

4.1

Simulation of the Doppler Spe ctrum in a Noisy
Environment - Pulse Radar Operat ion

From equation (2.22) , the full expression for the received time series from swellcontaminated seas at time t referenced to t he start of the pulse sequence can be given
by combining (2.15) and (2.55) as
2

E(t) = -JTJob..lb..plok 2 F (p) e-j%e]kot::..p
0 (27rp)3/2

·{

~ ( sl PR,w + wiPR ,w )JKejwtejpi<sa [b..;(K -

2ko)]

J< ,w

_L _L
f<J ,Wi

[ ( c f p + 2sf p) Slpj( 1 ,w1 Wlpi(2 ,w2

.}Kreilw, +w,)t,iPKrsa [ "": (Kr

+

_

+ fp ( Slpf(
2ko)] }

1

,w1 Slpf(2 ,w2

f<2 ,w2

+ Wlpi(

1

,w1 Wlpf( 2 ,w2 )

]

(4. 1)

Since the electromagnetic coupling effects have been proven to be negligible when
seeking the swell information, we may simply remove all s f P from (4.1). Also, the
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Fourier coefficient , s 1 Pi<:,w and w 1 P1<:,w are already defined in (A.9), and the coupling
coefficient c f p is taken to be identical with Hrp· Therefore, we may rewri te (4.1) as
2

E(t)

=

-jTJot::.l£::.plok 2 F (p) e-j*ejkot':.p
o (2np)3/2

. { L /,- ( JsSJ(m K )ejmEs(mJ{) + VwSI(mK )ejmEw(mN))
m=±l

K

· VKe-jmJgR'tejpKsa[t::.:(I(-

+

L

JK JK2 [Hrp(VsSt(md(l)VwSl(m2K2) e1mtEs(m ti<l)ejm2Ew(m2J(2)
5 (m KI) J s (m2 _K2)e1m1 Es(mtKde1m2Es(m2If2)
L

m1 =±lm2= ±l

+j5
+

2ko)]~

1

1

5

1

1

J

wSI(miKI)V wSl (m2K 2)e1mtEw(mtlft )ejm2Ew(m2 J(2))]

. )Kre - j(m, Vg i<, +m,JgK,)<ejpKrsa [

with the constraint

J(y

=

L>: (Kr- 2ko)] J~dK1 dK, }

K1 + K2 still holding.

(4.2)

From Lathi [55], we may replace the

squared sampling function in (4.2) by

t::.pSa [

~p (Kr -

2k0 ) J =

fi:p · J£::.pSa2 [ ~p (Kr -

2k0 ) J

~ {i:p · J2n8(K- 2k

0)

(4.3)

so that (4.2) can be simplified as

(4.4)
where the constant before the brace and the terms in the bracket are omitted for
compactness, but are obvious by comparing wit h (4.2). Again, by employing the
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facts that

dK2

=

dKr

and t hat the radar is operated with a very narrow beam , we

may eliminate the integral over f( 2 by resorting to the delta constraint under the
square root so that (4.4) becomes

E( t)

+

~ M ~{ m"'f±) R ( · ) Jll pKe-imViJ<'t
L

L

j<[. J

mt=±l m2=± l

Finally, noting that

JPK Sa [ "":

jik;e-j(m1 J gK1+m2 J 9K2)tejp2ko

l

~

(K - 2k0 ) J dR
4:ko dJ(1 dei<r } .

(4 .5 )

1

ej{T

= ej{

and both lie along the radar look direction, we may

further simplify (4.5) as

E(t)

~ M Jllpde,, { m
"'f±J (.)~Ke- imViKt.,IPf<sa["":

+ m;>;±t m;>;±t [

'

I.

R' [ ·] v'21i' koe -j(m, V, K' _ , J,K,)t ,,,,,

(K- 2k0 )]

J~dK

JK, dK , deR' } . (4.6)

To numerically simulate t he time series in (4.6), t he integration limits for t he dK , dK 1
and dBi<1 integrals must be clarified. For dBi< 1 , t he limit is simply 0 to 21r, because the
ocean waves may travel in any direction. Likewise, for dK and dK1 , the t heoretical
limit is 0 to oo since t he ocean waves may theoretically have any wavelength . However ,
it is understood t hat t he energy contained within high-frequency (large wavenumber)
ocean waves is negligible when compared with that in lower-frequency waves. In other
words, for large numbers of K and K 1 , we have that

sS1(K) =
and sS1(K1)

o,

wS1(K) ~

o,

= 0, wS1(K1) ~ 0.

(4.7)
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Thus, an upper limit, instead of oo, can be assigned to the dK and dK1 integrals. In
our simulation , this upper limit is set t o be 6k0 , which is seen to be sufficiently large.
Now the electric field time series may be simulat ed directly from (4.6) by converting
the integral equation to a summation equat ion. Note that the constant before the
brace is assigned a value of unity due to a lat er normalization in which it would be
removed anyway.
Based on the obtained time series, the ext ernal white Gaussian noise with a definite
SNR can be added. In Fig. 4.1 , an example of two minutes noisy time series is plotted,
where the SNR is set to 30 dB. T he existence of sinusoidal components can be clearly
observed, and these sinusoids are predicted to give rise to t he Bragg peaks in the
backscatter Doppler spectrum.
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Figure 4.1: An example of a typical 1 minute simulated time series received from
swell-contaminated seas. The radar operating frequency is 15 MHz, and the SNR for
this signal is 30 dB.
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As a final step, the Doppler spectrum of the time-varying electric fields received
from swell-contaminated seas is calculated as a periodogram. Fig. 4.2 depicts the
corresponding Doppler spectrum of the E-field in Fig. 4.1. The overall quality of
the spectrum is quite rough due to t he lack of averaging, a concept which will be
introduced in t he next section.
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Figure 4.2: The normalized Doppler spectrum of the t imes series shown in Fig. 4. 1.

4.2

Pre-processing of the Received Doppler Spectrum

Prior to a pplying a ny inversion algorithm on t he Doppler spectrum, there a re two
essential steps that need to b e performed . Firstly, t he frequency shift , D.. f, induced
by the possible surface current , needs to be removed . Ot herwise, the Bragg peaks
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may be located at different Doppler frequencies in each range cell and , when averaged,
cause severe spectral broadening and peak bifurcation. Secondly, the various Doppler
spectra collected from different ranges and t iming will be averaged both spatially and
temporally to reduce the noise level and enhance the overall signal to allow better
extraction of swell information.

4 .2.1

R e moval of the fre que ncy shift induced by surface curre nt

As noted , t he frequency shift , !:::. f, away from the theoretical Bragg frequency, fs,
needs to be removed prior to any further manipulation of the Doppler spectrum (see
Fig. 4.3). Although this frequency shift can be used to determine the radial velocity of
surface current, it is irrelevant to the inversion process for swell. Thus, this frequency
shift shall be removed beforehand , preparing a cleaner Doppler spectrum ready to be
interpreted.
In order to return the correct value of D..f , both the t heoretical positions and actual
Doppler posit ions of t he two Bragg peaks must be first identified. The theoretical
Bragg frequency is simply related to the transmitting frequency,

f 0 , through (1.1) as
(4.8)

where c is t he speed of light and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Meanwhile,
when it comes to the identification of actual Bragg peaks , a windowing approach is
applied , where we assume the general positions of Bragg peaks are within a relatively
small window around the theoretical Bragg lines. Usually, a window of ±0.1 Hz,
centred at

f 8 , is used, and the most prominent peak wit hin the window is identified

as the Bragg peak. After comparing the power of the two obtained peaks, we retain
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Figure 4. 3: Evaluation of the Doppler shift i:::lf induced by surface current
only the stronger one since it is less likely to be affected by external noise and signal
degrada tion . T he shift of this strong peak away from t he theoretical Bragg frequency
is then calculat ed . This value of i:::l f can b e then removed from the entire Doppler
spectrum. Generally, t he identification of first-order features should be unambiguous
due to their favorable SNR, so that t he two prominent Bragg peaks are left exactly
at their theoretical positions after the processing.
Again, it must be noted that incoherent averaging of Doppler spectra (which will
be introduced in t he next section) without the removal of i:::lf may result in a smearing
of spectral p eaks, because the velocities of surface currents averaged over the area may
vary significantly. W ith such smearing, the accurate identification of the swell peaks
would become impossible.
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4.2.2

Incoherent Averaging of Doppler Spectra

Incoherent averaging is an essential step to smooth the backscattered Doppler spectrum and to lower the noise floor. Prior to averaging, the second-order structure of
the spectrum is often irregular and very difficult to identify (see Fig. 4.2); yet after
averaging over a sufficiently long period and an area large enough , the inherent randomness of the ocean surface as well as the external noise will be suppressed so that
the signal is greatly enhanced. Of course, the removal of the Doppler shift induced
by surface currents and t he normalization of Doppler spectra collected from different
range cells have already been taken before averaging.
The first averaging concept is the temporal averaging. Since swell is generated in
a remote region, it reacts very slowly to local wind conditions (on the order of hours
[50]) , we may smooth the spectrum temporally without significantly compromising the
resolution. The fundamental concept is to segment the received time series during
one radar interrogation into individual frames with 75% overlap and calculate the
Doppler spectrum of each one [15] . Then, the obtained spectra are averaged to yield
the final spectrum.
5 12 points

.. I

Figure 4.4: An illustration of the temporal averaging. Each frame has 512 points, and
the overlapping is 75 %.
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Another averaging scheme is the spatial averaging. Generally, the sea stat es are
uniform over a la rge area, which is particularly true for long-period ocean waves in
deep water such as swell. These waves are not so sensit ive to t he changes of wind fields
as shorter waves, and their wave heights and directions do not vary greatly in different
range cells. Therefore, spatial averaging over several neighbouring ocean patches is a
desira ble opt ion to enhance t he spectrum for t he extraction of swell parameters.
However, caution must be taken when choosing the number of range cells to be
averaged. Usually, t here is a trade off between t he increase in spectral clarity and
spa tial resolution , and a compromise shall be det ermined empirically. This is done by
gradually increasing the number of averaged cells, starting from 1, until t he desired
second-order regions are distinguishable a bove t he noise, while the spatial resolut ion
is still acceptable (see Fig. 4.5). Note t hat during simulation , this spatial averaging
procedure is conducted on multiple Doppler spectra created from t he same set of input
parameters.

Antenna

Figure 4.5: An example of the spatial averaging. The number of involved range cells
are 1, 2, and 4, respectively.
Sample Doppler spectra resulted from t he ab ove two averaging methods are shown
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m Figures 4.6, 4. 7 and 4.8. Obviously, the interference from surrounding noise is
minimized, and the second-order features are much clearer.
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Figure 4.6: A Doppler spectrum obtained from a two-minute times series. No averages
are p erformed .
Upon completing the essential pre-processing described above, a Doppler spectrum with fine spectral clarity and adequate Doppler resolution is ready for further
manipulation. At this stage, the extraction of swell parameters can finally commence.

4.3

Extraction of Swell P eriod and Dominant Direction

T he first two swell parameters to be extracted are the swell p eriod and dominant
direction. As was discussed in the previous chapter, these two parameters directly
determine the Doppler positions of the swell peaks. Thus, it is clear that the correct
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Figure 4.7: A Doppler spectrum averaged over ten minutes , with each frame being
two-minute long.
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identification of second-order swell peak positions is fundamental to the whole inversion process. Alt hough these peaks are positioned almost symmetrically about the
first-order Bragg peak and may not be so difficult to manually identify within each
spectrum, this is not feasible in real practice considering the amount of data to be analyzed and the "real-time" requirement of radar operations. Thus, an a utomated and
robust peak ident ification routine must be first developed. This process is described
thoroughly in t he following three subsections.

4.3.1

D e fining Frequency Windows for Swe ll P eaks

When determining the possible locations of the swell peaks, a windowing scheme, as
was used when locating the first-order Bragg peaks, is employed. It is assumed that
the general positions of the swell peaks are within a relatively small window with clear
boundaries. As was suggested by (2.59), the positions of the four swell peaks largely
depend on the dominant wave number of the swell component, K 5 , as in

W5 p=m1M+m2~
where Wsp denotes the Doppler frequency of the swell peaks, and

(4.9)

Ks

is the dominant

wave number of the swell. Physically, K s and Kw are t he wave numbers of the two interacting waves responsible for the maximum backscatter from the swell-contaminated
region, and t hey should satisfy t he relation that

(4. 10)

where K 8 denotes the Bragg wave vector. Obviously, since swell generally consists
of very long-period waves, t he corresponding

Ks

is usually quite small , which means
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that [23] (see Fig. 1.5 for illustration)

( 4.11 )

Thus, we may safely approximate (2.49) as

Figure 4.9: Geometry of the double scatter involving a swell vector i(s and a wind
wave vector

K:

(4.12)

where w8 is the Bragg frequency, w8 = ~ gives the angular p eak frequency of the
swell, and T 8 denotes t he swell period.
Clearly, since the theoretical w 8 is already fixed for a given set ofradar parameters,
the appropriate swell window shall be solely determined by the lower and upper
wave periods that separate swell from wind waves. These boundaries are defined by
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Kinsman [66] and Barrick [15] as 10 seconds and 16 seconds, respectively. In our case,
a more conservative upper limit of 18 seconds is chosen so that all possible swell peaks
are included . Now the two boundaries can be converted to a frequency window of
± 0.055 Hz to ± 0.1 Hz, sitting on both sides of the Bragg peak. For example, for a
radar operating a t 25 MHz, which corresponds to a Bragg frequency of ± 0.51 Hz, the
four swell peaks are expected to be found wit hin the windows shown in Table 4. 1. For
the purpose of illustra tion , Fig. 4.10 shows two windows surrounding t he receding
Bragg peak, and two clean swell peaks are easily identified within each.
Table 4.1: Frequency windows containing possible swell peaks
Swell
Swell
Swell
Swell

4.3.2

p eak
p eak
p eak
peak

1
2
3
4

Frequency window (Hz)
-0.610 - -0.565
-0.455 - -0.410
0.410 - 0.455
0. 565 - 0.610

Swell P eak Identification

With the search range narrowed down, the swell peak detection process may be commenced . Alt hough most swell peaks are visually identifiable, it is not so straightforward to pick them out in an automat ed routine. On the one hand, clue to the
proximity of the second-order continuum t o t he noise floor, the true swell information
can be easily obscured by noise spikes that possess magnitudes similar to those of the
swell peaks. On the other hand , the swell peak could be buried in the adjacent wind
wave continuum , which makes it difficult to extract. Moreover, signal degradation in
the form of bifurcation or broadening can sometimes impact the accuracy of detection. Thus, the automat ed swell peak identification should be a two-step process: 1)
identify all p eaks within the target window, 2) fil ter the ones that do not satisfy the
swell peak feature.
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Figure 4.10: Receding Bragg peak at -0.51 Hz, flanked by two clean swell peaks
(asterisk) . The dashed lines indicate the frequency window boundaries as presented
in Table 4.1.
To initiate the first step , all peaks and nulls (excluding the end points) within each
window are first collected from t he Doppler spectrum (see Fig. 4.11). This is done
by examining the sign of the derivative of each point; whenever the sign changes, the
corresponding point is taken as a possible peak or null. Next , a 3 dB threshold is
adopted to filter out spurious peaks (see Figures 4.12 & 4.13). Basically, when a peak
is too close to the surrounding nulls, it is unlikely to be a valid swell peak. However,
it must be noted that this threshold value (3 dB ) is empirically chosen and may be
subject to changes between different data sets because of varying sea states, noise
regimes, and radar parameters. For inst ance, when the local sea state or the swell
significant height is high, this 3 dB threshold may need to be adjusted to larger values
(e.g., 6 dB). The same should be done when the SNR is low so that more false peaks
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could appear within the swell peak window.
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Figure 4.11: A close examination of the frequency window t o collect all peaks and
nulls.
In most cases , namely when a high-quality return signal is received, only one prominent swell peak will be left in each window after filtering (see Fig. 4.10). However,
in the case of low SNR or extremely low swell peak amplitudes, confusion may occur,
and two or more "legitimate" swell peaks may be detected within each window. To
eliminate such int erference, we employ the fact that "swell peaks should be positioned
theoretica lly at equal distances from t heir respective Bragg peak" (see Appendix B.2
for derivation) , and calcula te the displacement of each detected swell peak away from
its relevant Bragg peak. For instance, in Fig. 4.14, three candidates, swell peaks A, B
and C, are det ected. Among them, two peaks that are most symmetrically positioned
relative to the Bragg peak are defined as a pair (clearly, B and C make a pair in this
case). In every Doppler spectrum , a maximum of two pairs will b e found, flanking the
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Figure 4.12: The four points collected
from Fig. 4.11. Peak A is clearly more
than 3 dB higher than the nearest null ,
Null B, and will b e retained . On the contrary, Peak C is within t he 3 dB range
of both Null B and Null D and will be
filtered out.
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Figure 4.13: When a peak is 3 dB higher
than either one of the nearest nulls, it is
a potential swell peak. In this case, both
Peak A and Peak C will be retained.
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Figure 4. 14: Measuring distances of swell peaks away from the respective Bragg peak.
In this figure, swell peak B and C will b e selected as a pair , while peak A will be
eliminated .
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approaching and receding first-order Bragg regions. Upon completing the filtering,
four identified swell peaks are ready for further processing.

4 .3.3

P ro cessing of Swe ll P eaks

Despite the care given during the peak identification process, errors such as bifurcation
or broadening still occur due to inherent system noise and surface current structures.
Usually, the sign of such degradations is the severe asymmetry of a pair of swell peaks
(e.g. the distance from one swell peak to its respective Bragg peak exceeds t hat of
the other one by at least twice the Doppler resolution). To minimize these negative
effects, a weighted mean approach is utilized, as is discussed in [50]. This rout ine
adjusts the positions of adversely affected swell peaks according to t he amplit udes of
nearby data points via
(4.13)
where i ranges from 1 to 5 and denotes all5 data points involved (with 2 points on each
side of t he target swell peak), f m gives the average frequency of the 5 points, which
is simply the original position of the swell peak,

f denotes the frequency shift from

the original position to the adjusted new position, and f i and Pi give t he resp ective
frequency and amplitude of each da ta point in the Doppler spectrum . It can be
observed from Fig. 4.15 that if the peak is well defined and roughly symmetrical
(right peak of the pair) , its position will remain almost unchanged; on the contrary,
when disruption such as bifurcation or broadening occurs (the left peak of the pair ),
the peak position will be adjusted t o a more reasonable value. Thus, t his weighted
mean algorithm can be applied indiscriminately to all swell peak pairs that suffer from
severe signal degradat ions.
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Figure 4.15: Application of t he weighted mean algorithm to swell peaks when the
severe signal degrada tion occurs.

4.3.4

Applying Inversion Formulas

Having identified the posit ions for t he four swell peaks, we can finally apply the
inversion formulas to extract the swell period and domina nt direction . If we define
D.j+ as the frequency displacement between the two swell peaks surrounding t he

approaching Bragg peak and likewise D.j- for the displacement between t he two
peaks surrounding the receding Bragg peak, the inversion formula can be given as
(the detail can be found in Appendix B .2)

(4.14)

and
(4. 15)
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where eNdenotes the radar look direction, and fs is the usual Bragg frequency. The±
sign indicates the existence of an inherent directional ambiguity due t o the cos- 1 term
in (4. 15) (see Fig. 4. 16). As is the case for wind direction extraction, t he deployment
of a dual radar station could solve this ambiguity.
y
Swell
direction 2
Radar look
direct ion

Swell
direction 1

Figure 4. 16: The inherent ambiguity in swell direction calculation

4.4

Extraction of the Shape Factor

Another key element in reconstructing the swell spectrum is the frequency spreading,
or the shape factor, N, in a Wallop spectrum. Here the full expression for the Wallop
spectrum is repeated as [63]

(4. 16)

where N is the parameter being sought here. Clearly, if the half-power widt h , whp , of

Ss(w) is known, a set of equations can be constructed to numerically solve N via

(a)
(4.17)

) -N * eXp
(1 + ~
Ws

[
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4(1+ ~ ) 4

] _
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(b)
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where

wL

+ wR =

whp,

and

w8

is the peak angular frequency of the swell component

as shown in Fig. 4. 17. Thus, acquiring a precise value of whp is a priority.
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Figure 4. 17: A typical swell spectrum with parameters notated in (4. 16)
Intuitively,
peaks,

WDhp·

whp

will be related to the half-power width of t he second-order swell

As was suggest ed by Lipa and Barrick [23],

wnhp

consists of contribu-

tion from the finite frequency spreading of the swell spectrum and its finite angular
spreading as
2

W Dhp

where

WD h p

w f s , wes

=

2

Wf s

+ Wes2

(4.18)

denotes the swell peak half-power width in the Doppler spectrum, and

indicate the frequency spreading and angular spreading, respectively. More-
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over,

w 15

can be particularly related to

whp

via

Wjs
Whp= ,------------3----~2------(------)----~
W 5 - mlWBWs COS es- eN
m1
m2
3/ 4
[w:cos(es - eN)+

+

2mlw~w;

(4. 19)

W~]

Finally, Barrick noticed t hat the frequency spreading term almost always dominates
t he angular spreading term, implying that
to

whp

T hus,

WD hp

directly relates

through (4. 19). This a pproximation is successfully verified in our simulations

by measuring the values for
finding

WDhp :=::::: w 1 5 .

Wftp

WDhp, whp

under various sit uations. Now, the problem of

turns into finding the accurate value of WD hp, or

!Dhp ·

Consider, as an example, the swell peak in Fig. 4. 18. We first define a half-power
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Figure 4.18: Extraction of
peak

f Dhp

from the right-hand side p eak of the receding Bragg

line crossing the peak, and try to find the data points (h , H) , (h , P 2 ) that surround
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the left-hand side intersection point , (!' , P'). Then , the exact value off' can be then
deduced as

P' -P1

J' ~ h + p 2 - p 1 (h - JI) .

(4.20)

By repeating the same procedure on the right-hand side data points, the corresponding
half-power width can be easily calculated. However , in cases where the swell peak is
almost obscured so that only one intersection point is obtained (i.e. see Fig. 4.19), we
assume w Dhp to be twice the distance from t his intersection to the swell peak. After
averaging over all four calculated half-power widths, we may substitute this newlyobtained

wDhp

back into (4. 19) and then (4. 17) and numerically solve the equations.

In most practical sit uations , t he value of N for swell should lie between 20 and 50.
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Figure 4.19: Extraction of

f Dhp

when only one intersection point is found
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4.5

Extraction of the Swe ll Wave H e ight

The remaining parameters required to reconstruct the swell directional sp ectrum are
its significant wave height, s H 8 , and angular spreading s in a conventional cardioid
directiona l spreading. Both para meters can be ex t racted by examining the swell p eak
amplitudes. However, t he angula r spreading for swell components usually ranges
between 30 and 50, a nd changing the value of s does not significantly affect t he
swell peak amplit ude. In other words, the inversion for the angular spreading can
be extremely unstable. Thus, a typical value of 40 is chosen a nd fixed for s . This
significantly reduces the complexity of the extraction process.
As has been discussed previously, for long-period swell (with small wave number

I<8 ) , it follows from (4.11) that the other vector i?w is approxima tely equal to the
Bragg wave vector , implying that S (J(w ) ~ S(i?8

).

Thus, we may normalize the

second-order spectrum by the power in the neighboring first-order peak so that only
the information concerning the swell component will be left [23] . To do so, we first
cla rify t he theoretical amplitude of the Bragg peak as

(4.21 )

where sS1 (mi?b) is omitted from the equa tion since it is negligibly small. Meanwhile,
from (2.59) , the theoretical amplitudes for the four swell p eaks are

l

~ 41rki~P m'f±m'f± lll[iHr,l' ( sS(miK\ )wS(m, K a) )
· 8(wsp + m1 j;;i(; + m2/ii(;)K'j,K1Sa2[ 6;.; (I<r - 2ko)] di<1 dBJ( di<r

a,(w,,)

1

1

1

(4.22)

where the electromagnetic coupling coefficient, as well as first square bracket in (2 .59)
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are omitted.
Now, the normalized quantity can be defined as

?

5
D.p((2ko)2
)
9 05

161rk0

· Kj,Sa

2

[

~P ( Kr -

where as usual, m 1 , m 2

2k0 ) J 8 ( Wsp

+ m 1 /9i(; + m2

f91(;)K1} dK 1de

!(1 dK

(4. 23)

= ± 1 corresponds to four different swell peaks. If we further

apply t he approximation that [55]

(4.24)

(4.23) could be simplified as

(4.25)

Basically, equa tion (4. 25) gives the theoretical value of the swell peak power normalized to the respective Bragg peak power. However , in actual practice, t he Bragg
peak often suffers from frequency smearing, which means the Bragg peak power is
dissipated into the nearby Doppler frequencies. T hus, a more stable approach to
find the Bragg peak power is to integrate the Doppler spectrum over a small window
containing the Bragg peak, so t hat (4.25) becomes

(4.26)
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where b.w usually takes the value of (0.01Hz x 2w) rad.
As a final step , the actual value of Rm1 ,m2 is calculated from the Doppler spectrum,
and the wave height s Hs can be found by employing the maximum likelihood method.
In other words, sHs is determined when the theoretical value of

Rm 1 ,m 2 best matches

with the measured data.
Having developed the inversion algorithms for various swell parameters, we shall
validate the proposed routines against simulated Doppler spectra in the next section.

4.6

Te st R esults

In this section, the inversion algorithm presented above is tested. Although measured
radar data is preferred for future analysis, the use of simulated data will provide valuable insights into the inversion routine. As in Section 2.4, where the input variables
were modified one at a time in order to examine the corresponding effects on radar
cross sections, we now produce the testing data set in the same way. A "reference"
Doppler spectrum is first generated by setting the input variables to their average
values from field observation, based on which the subsequent Doppler spectra are obtained by changing the il).put variables one at a time. By doing so, both the limit and
accuracy of the algorithm can be acquired.
Fig. 4.20 shows the "reference" Doppler spectrum. The operating frequency is
fo = 15 MHz. The wind direction is 0°, the radar look direction is 90°, the wind

speed is 10 m/s, t he swell wave height is 1 m, the swell period is 14 seconds, the swell
direction is 60°, the swell shaping factor is N = 30, and the directional spreading
factor for swell is s = 40. Also, the length of the simulated electric field signal is
7 minutes, with the sampling frequency being 2 Hz, and no ext ernal noise is added
for the moment. As mentioned previously, the Doppler spectrum is both temporally
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averaged and spatially averaged.
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Figure 4.20: The "reference" Doppler sp ectrum. Only the frequency p ortion that
contains Bragg peaks and swell peaks is shown here.
After applying the inversion algorithm introduced in Sections 4.3-4.5, we obtain
the swell parameters for the above Doppler spectrum as in Table 4.2, where the
Table 4.2: Inversion result s for the reference Doppler sp ectrum

Ts(s) es(deg )
Input
Output

14
13.89

60
70.6

N
30
21.6

s Hs(m)
1
0.82

directional ambiguity of es is not considered. In fact , the result could be either 70.6
degrees or 109.4 degrees. It is observed that the extracted information is quite close to
the original da ta. However , since the parameters that are used t o construct F ig. 4.20
are average values from field observations, it can b e expected that t he accuracy of the
inversion routine may decrease when one or more of the variables are changed , with
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the very worst being that the algorithm is no longer feasible under extreme condit ions.
The inversion results for changing the six input parameters are shown respectively
in Table 4.3-4.8. Only one parameter is modified in each Table, and the remaining
variables remain constant as t hose in the reference Doppler spectrum.
Table 4.3: Inversion results for changing the swell significant height , s Hs

Ts(s ) es(deg) N
X
X
X
s Hs = 0.5
70.6
21.6
s Hs = 1 13.89
20.3
47.3
s Hs = 2 14.07

s Hs(m)
X
0.82
1.66

Table 4.4: Inversion results for changing the swell p eriod , T 5

Ts =
Ts =
Ts =
Ts =

~

12
14
16
18

Ts(s)

es(deg)

11.68
13.89
15.89
17.53

74.6
70.6
69.8
47.6

N
X
21.6
23.7
20.8

s Hs(m )
X
0.82
0. 85
0.98

Table 4.5: Inversion results for changing the swell direction , es

es = 30
es = 60
es = 90

Ts(s)
X

es(deg)
X

13.89
13.78

70.6
82.3

N

X
21.6
25.5

s Hs(m )
X
0.82
0.88

Note that the symbol "X " indicates that the corresponding parameter cannot be
extracted because the algorithm fails to locate the swell p eaks or the half-power width
of the swell peak. Thus, we can immediat ely conclude t hat t he proposed routine may
not function properly when the swell peak amplitude is too low, or when the swell
peaks are too close to the second-order structures. This is clearly the case in the last
line of Table 4.8, where the inverted information is totally erroneous.
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Table 4.6: Inversion results for changing the swell shaping factor, N
N = 20
N = 30
N = 40

Ts(s)

B5 (deg)

13.89
13.89
14.10

43.7
70.6
47.2

N
15.3
21.6
35.7

s Hs(m )
0.91
0.82
1.13

Table 4. 7: Inversion results for changing the local wind direction , ew

ew= 0
ew = 30
ew = 60

Ts(s)

B5 (deg)

13.89
13.86
14.14

70.6
32.6
54.1

N
21.6
20.6
22.7

s Hs(m)
0.82
1.34
1.18

Aside from the situations described above, the algorithm successfully inverts the
swell parameters from simulated Doppler spectra. Particularly, the inversion for the
swell period is relatively stable under all circumstances, with the margin of error less
than 2 %. However, the same cannot be said for t he swell propagating direction,
whose margin of error lies between 10 to 15 degrees. This may be explained by the
fact that even fine variations in swell peak positions could result in significant error
due to the cos- 1 function in (4.15) , while the Doppler resolution in our simulation is
only 0.004 Hz. Predictably, the error of es may be further reduced by increasing the
Doppler resolut ion.
Compared with the randomness of 88 , the extraction of the shaping factor tends
to be undervalued, which is particularly true when the swell peaks are not prominent.
The reason behind the underestimation is that at the swell height of 1 met re, the
second-order swell peaks are generally very low and can be easily affected by t he
surrounding wind wave structures. T hus, the half-power width of the swell p eaks are
likely be enlarged, which renders the value of N to be underestimated. However, an
error of 10 or less in N will not significantly affect the subsequent inversion for sHs
and may be safely neglected.
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Table 4.8: Inversion results for changing the local wind speed , Uw

Ts(s) es(deg)
Uw = 10
Uw = 15

13.89
10.92

70.6
21.2

N
21.6
17.2

s Hs(m)
0.82
2.89

Finally, t he extraction of sHs is relatively unstable, with the margin of error being
10% to 20%. The major cause behind t he error lies in the fact t hat the maximum
likelihood method, used to invert for s H8 , relies on the correct estimation of T8 , 88 ,
and N; in other words, t he error in the prior calculation will all be reflected in the
inversion for s Hs and results in deviation from the input value.
In brief, the general properties of the proposed inversion algorit hm apply over a
large range of sea states. Low sea states (s Hs < 0.5 m), however , are excluded due to
the difficulty in locating the swell peaks. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the extraction
largely depends on the Doppler resolut ion of the radar system , wit h 6.j

= 0.01

Hz being the minimum requirement . Moreover , a dual-radar deployment is highly
recommended in the ocean monitoring, which not only eliminates t he directional
ambiguity of the swell component , but also provides results with higher reliability.

4. 7

General Chapter Summary

In this chapter , an automated inversion algorithm for swell information from the
HF radar Doppler spectrum is proposed. The analysis is mainly based on the radar
cross section model established in Chapter 2. Basically, the algorithm starts from
the pre-processing of received Doppler spectra such as the frequency shift removal
and the incoherent averaging. The next key step is to identify the Doppler positions
and amplitudes of all four swell peaks if possible, from which the swell period and
direction can be obtained. Then , the half-power width of the swell peaks are extracted
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to invert for the shaping factor, N. Finally, based on all parameters already collected,
the significant wave height for the swell component can be estimated via a maximum
likelihood method. It is worth noticing that since the refined peak identification
routine works with a lower buffer (3 dB) , and a Wallop spectrum is adopted instead
of a Gaussian frequency distribution, the applicability and generality of t he inversion
algorithm is considerably increased , compared with that in [50, 23].
In order to validate the proposed algorithm , a data set of Doppler spectra are
created from the electric field time series, to which the inversion routines are applied.
Among the five parameters that are required to reconstruct the original swell wave
height spectrum, the directional spreading factor, s, is assigned a fixed value of 40
throughout the calculation to reduce the complexity while maintaining reasonable
accuracy, and the other four parameters can be extracted one by one following the
procedure described in t his chapter. Promising inversion results are obtained , and
certain limits on the target sea states are suggested. Overall, the method proposed
here awaits valida tion by dedicated field experiments in the near fut ure.

Chapter 5
Conclusions

5.1

General Summary and Significant R esults

T he development of a new HF radar cross section model for swell-contaminated seas
under both pulse and FMCW operations has been accomplished . Based on this, a
refined algorithm to extract swell parameters from Doppler spectra was proposed. The
fundamental analysis behind this thesis can be found in [26] , where a general procedure
was int roduced to develop radar cross sections of a good-conducting, random, time
varying surface, namely, the ocean.
The analysis in this thesis started from the received electric field equations scattered from the swell-contaminated ocean surface when a pulsed source is employed.
By assuming the same conditions for the surface as those in [26] (e.g. , small height
and small slope), it is possible to estimate the basic form of the E-field without having tore-derive a completely new set of equations from first principles. However, the
specific portion indicating swell still had to be incorporated into the t hree dimensional
Fourier representation of the random ocean surface. To do so, two different assumptions regarding the swell component were made: 1) the surface was viewed as a linear
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superposition of swell and wind waves, and no interaction exists between the two, 2)
a non-linear coupling term was added into the Fourier series to reflect the potential
coupling effects between the two wave systems. The two cases were then investigated separately, and two sets of cross section equations were obtained. The standard
procedure includes the autocorrelation of the received E-field , which , upon temporal
Fourier transformation , leads to a Doppler power sp ectrum density. Comparison with
the monosta tic radar range equa tion then allows the derivation of Doppler cross sections per unit area of the scatt ering ocean surface. Note that the detail concerning
ensemble averages of various field components can b e found in Appendix A.
Upon deriving the first- and second-order cross sections of swell-contaminated seas,
many important features of the model were analysed. On the one hand, it has been
observed that the first-order cross section highly resembles its counterpart in the
"wind wave only" situation , except for a small peak near zero Doppler resulted from
single scatters from long-period swell. However , this fi rst-order swell peak is most
likely to be obscured by the second-order continuum and is t hus incapable of providing any useful swell information. On the other hand , the second-order cross section
distinguishes itself from its wind wave counterpart by four visible peaks surrounding
the Bragg peaks. These peaks are hence called swell peaks and may vary significant ly
under different sea states. The exact effects of changing t he operat ing frequency,
the swell period, height , and direction , the local wind speed and direction have been
investigat ed, which suggests t hat swell parameters could be extracted from the four
swell peaks.
The results obtained for pulsed radar operation was then extended to the FMCW
case, since such wave form has been widely applied due to its better resolution and
less complexity in t he real world. The fundamental analysis regarding the FMCW
cross section development has been extensively discussed in [30], and this t hesis simply
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followed essentially the same path. A comparison between the cross sections of the
two transmitted wave forms revealed only small differences, which is insufficient to
affect the development of a swell inversion algorithm.
Finally, a data interpretation technique to recover swell information from the
backscattered signals was presented . To prepare a smooth Doppler sp ectrum for
inversion, several pre-processing methods were introduced such as frequency normalization and incoherent averaging. A refined p eak recognition routine was then applied ,
locating the correct posit ions and amplitudes of swell peaks. In case that the signal is
severely degraded, a post processing of swell peaks was implemented to adjust them
to more reasonable positions. By applying the inversion formulas (as explained in
Appendix B), the dominant period and propagating direction of the swell component
can be calculated. Meanwhile, the extraction of the shape factor of the swell spectrum
relies on t he measurement of the half-power width of the swell peak, and the significant wave height of swell can be obtained using a maximum likelihood approach.
Above all , relatively little time will be required to carry out the simple procedure,
which makes it suitable for near real-time radar applications.
While t he algorithm has not been applied to real data, it has been tested against
simulated Doppler spectra in a noisy environment. The results showed t hat the algorithm is capable of providing full directional information of the swell comp onent
under certain conditions (e.g., s Hs > 0. 5 m) , and better results may b e achieved
on higher Doppler resolution radar systems. Since the simulated Doppler spectrum
originated directly from the electric field time series, one should therefore expect that
the method given here will also yield reasonable results for measured data.
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5.2

Suggestions for Future Work

The analysis of the cross sections for swell-contaminated seas as well as the corresponding inversion algorithm in this thesis suggest several directions for future research. T he
first might involve cer tain relaxation of the various assumptions invoked during the
cross section derivation. One may notice t hat the incoming swell is assumed to be
representable by a homogeneous and stationary zero-mean Gaussian process, while in
fact , the narrow-band nature of the swell component may not fully satisfy such an
assumption. Also, since the specific non-linear interaction between swell and wind
waves is still unclear, this paper assumes t he coupling coefficient between the two to
possess the same form as that in Hasselmann's classic work [51] on non-linear energy
transfer for gravity waves. This is unlikely to be completely accurate since t he corresponding numerical model, develop ed by oceanographers [59, 11], does not totally
agree with field observations on swell-contaminated seas. Lastly, the inversion algorit hm does not consider t he effects of surface currents, which might somehow interact
with the long-period swell.
Next, the case of multiple swell components travelling from and to all directions
should also be examined . One may easily notice t hat the wave height spectra throughout this thesis are all bimodal, while according to real buoy data, more peaks are often
observed [67]. These peaks are creat ed by different met eorological events separated
t housands of miles apart, which might cause ambiguity in the backscattered signal and
give spurious results. In this case, complex ident ification and separation approaches
must be applied to distinguish different wave systems prior to any swell extraction.
As well , for certain sea states, not all four swell peaks can be located. Whenever
this is t he case, t he insignificant swell peaks will be omitted, and thus reduce the
stability of t he technique. It is desirable to develop another algorithm based on fewer
data points while maintaining the same level of precision. Besides, since the inversion
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resul ts for the swell significant wave height , s H 8 , were unsatisfactory considering its
significance in sea warning, a more robust inversion routine, rather than the one based
on the maximum likelihood method, needs to be established.
Of course, the ultimate goal would be to test the proposed algorithm on real
Doppler spectra. It is expected that further dedicated experimentation would greatly
aid the model verification process as well as the acceptance in the remote sensing
community.
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Appendix A
Calculation of the Ensemble
Averages
This appendix mainly addresses the features associated with the ensemble averages
appearing in Chapter 2. Section A.l details the procedure to calculate the averages of
two random Fourier coefficients that are generated either from the same wave system,
or by two distinct systems. Section A. 2 extends the analysis in Section A.l to include
the averages concerning four random variables. The last section , Section A.3, treats
the cross-correlation of the first- and second-order E-field and confirms it to be zero.

A.l

The Ensemble Averag e Involving Two R a ndom Surface Variables

In Section 2.2.2, we encountered the ensemble average involving two random surface
variables (see (2.28) ). As noted , these averages can be classified into two categories:
the autocorrelation of two Fourier coefficients that represent the same wave system,
and the cross-correlation which is a product of two different wave components. Due to
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their relative importance, the autocorrelation term , < s 1 PR,w s 1 P1~' ,w' > will be first
analysed.
Prior to the calculation , we must define s 1 PR,w and its complex conjugate s 1 P1~',w'
in some manner. According to the definition of these Fourier coefficients, we may
describe the first-order surface displacement of the swell component as
~ (p-

l <,s

'

t) = L....,
~ P - ej(iJ R+wt)
S l K ,w

(A.l )

R,w

Naturally, the complex conjugate of (A.l ) will be
~*(p-

1<, s

'

t) = L....,
~ P *- e-j(iJR+wt)
S l K ,w

(A.2)

R,w

Since the surface is real, (A.l) should be equal to (A.2), which gives t he condition
that

*- ,w
S l P I<

=

Sl p - K- ,-w

(A.3)

ext, the s 1 PR,w is taken to have t he form [32]

(A.4)

where

5

S 1 (K ,w ) denotes the first-order component of s(i( ,w), the power spectral

density for the ocean surface. The last factor in (A.4), Ns(K,w) , accounts for the
randomness in the Fourier coefficients, and is later assigned a particular distribution
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(see (A. 12)). Combining (A.3) and (A.4) , we may write s 1 P1~, ,w' as

To use (A.4) and (A.5) , the exact form of S 1 (!( , w) must be considered. According
to the linear dispersion rela tionship for gravity waves [66], the angular frequency, w,
and wave number , K , of a given first-order wave train can be related t hrough

w

= JgKtanh(Kd)

(A.6)

where d is the water depth. Moreover , if d is sufficiently large so t hat the wave is not
d
1
significantly affected by the ocean bottom, i.e., when \ ~ -, tanh (Kd)::::::; 1, (A.6)
/\Q
4
may then be reduced to
w =

fgK .

(A.7)

This approximation is usually valid for HF radar applications and is therefore emplayed t hroughout t he remainder of this analysis. Given the linear dispersion relat ionship in deep wa ter, we may conveniently express S 1 (J( ,w) in a generalized form
as [66]
(A.8)
where S 1 (K ) denotes the first-order directional ocean wave spectrum, m = ± 1 indicates the inward or outward direction along the radar look direction , and 5(-) is the
usual Dirac delta function.
By substituting (A.8) back into (A.4) and (A. 5) , we obtain a new form of s 1 PR,w
as
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Similarly,

51 P]{',w'

can be given by
1

r:-;;;

~

~

~

2sS1( -m'K')6( - w' + m'v gK')dK'dw' · Ns( -K' , -w')

. (A.1 0)

Now, we may write the ensemble average based on equation (A.9) and (A.10) as

<

Slpj{ ,w S IP?{',w'

>=

L L

m=±l m'=±l

· V6(w

1

~

~

sS1(mK )sS1 ( - m' K' )

4

+ m{iK)6(-w' + m'f9J0)dKdK'dwdw'

· < N 5 (K ,w)Ns( -K', - w') >

(A.ll )

Again , the <·> is applied to the only random factors in (A.ll) , i.e. , N 5 (i(,w) . It is
apparent that the statistical properties of N 5 (i( , w) directly determine the nature of
the whole ensemble average. For simplicity, we follow the classic model proposed by
Pierson [68] and define this random phase function to take t he form as

(A.12)

where

E5 (I()

are random phase variables uniformly distributed on [0, 27r] for each K

and they are mutually independent. It must be noted that to ensure that (A.12) is
a valid form , the swell component , when separated from the local wave field , must
be a Gaussian process itself. Although this perfect Gaussian assumption is almost
never realized in the real world, the actual statistical property of the ocean surface
seldom deviates far from it [66]. Thus, we temporarily put aside other possible types
of ocean surface and continue our calculation of the ensemble average. Substituting
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(A.12 ) into (A.ll) , we may observe that due to the independence of

<

-

I

I

>=

-

e j mfs(mi< )ej m fs(-m I<)

{

1, m = -m' , i{ =

E5

(.K),

K'

(A. 13)

0, ot herwise
Considering (A.13) together wit h the delta functions in (A.ll) , it is st raightforward
to write t he ensemble average regarding t wo swell surface variables as
""""""'
1
- )o(w + m ygK)dK- dw, K = K ' w=w'
0 -sSI(mK
2
m=±l
)

< s tPK- ,w S lp*..f(

1

,w

1

>=

{ 0,

otherwise
(A.14)

and likewise, for t he wind wave component (which should also be a Ga ussian process),

< w 1PI<- ,w Wl p I<*..

1

,w

1

~ ~wS1 (mi()o(w + mygK)dK dw,

>=

m =±l

{

0,

2

K = K ' w=w'
)

otherwise

.

(A.15)
which corresponds to equation (2.29) in Section 2. 2.2.
Having specified t he a utocorrelation term , we will next fo cus on t he cross-correlation ,

<

siPR ,wWl Pk~ ,w~

>, appearing in (2.28). Analogous to (A.10), t he expression for

*
WlpRI,wl
-- Wlp_ J{t,- w' -_

JwSl (- }(-,) - w')dK-dw . e

1

1

jm f w(-m K )

(A.16)

Note that here the random phase factor , Ew ( - m' K ), has a subscript w to indicate its
origin to be t he wind wave component instead of swell. Combining (A.9) and (A .16),
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we can easily obtain t he desired quanti ty as

<

S lpj( wWlP]{, w'

'

'

>=

L L
m=±l m'=±l

1

~

~

sS1 (mK)wSI ( - m' K' )

4

8(w + mj;K)8( -w' + m'JiK')di( dJ('dwdw'
(A.17)

As has already been pointed out in Section 2.2.1 , the local wind waves and the incoming swell a re physically generated by two wind fields separated far apart. Based
on this fact, we can consider the two wave systems to be totally independent from
each other. Consequently, t he phase factors that represent the randomness in these
two components should a lso be independent , which renders that

(A.18)

for all

i?.

Thus, we can safely write

(A.19)

which concludes t hat any cross-correlation involving a swell coefficient and a wind
wave coefficient will simply vanish.

A.2

The Ensemble Average Involving Four Random Surface Variables

Now we will deal wit h the various ensemble averages appearing in (2.38). Although
t hey all involve four ra ndom surface variables, we may classify them into four different
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types. Each of these four has its unique features and will be explained successively in
the following a na lysis.
1. In the first and second line of (2.38) , there a ppear the averages of the first kind,
i. e., the ones that involves all four elements from the same source as

Since these two are explicitly analogous, only the first < · > will be taken here
as an example. Yet , before we start the calculation, a very useful conclusion
from Thomas [69] shall be stated. In his work, Thomas proved that for four
random variables, V1, \12, V3 , and V4 , which are Gaussia n and zero-mean ,

(A.20)
Using this idea, we may expa nd the above ensemble average to be

(sl Pk1 ,w1 Slpi{2 ,w2 SlPR; ,w'1 SlpR~,w) = (sl P/{1 ,w1 Slpk 2 ,w2 )(slPR; ,w; SlpR~,w)

+ (s1 Pf{ ,w SlP/<;,w; )(slPJ{ ,w Sl P}<:2 ,w)
1

+ (s1Pf(

1

1 ,w 1

2

2

SlpJ~2,w)(slPJ~; ,w; Sl p /(

2 ,w2 )

(A.21)
With the a id of (A.3), the first product of averages on the right hand side of
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(A.21) becomes

otherwise.
(A.22)
It has already been pointed out in (2.14) that Kr = i(1 + K2 , wit h Kr being
the wave vector lying along t he radar look direction. However , in (A .22), the
constraint suggests that f(r

= 0, which

obviously viola tes t he known scatter

condition. Therefore, this first ensemble average simply vanishes. The remaining
two products of averages on the right hand side of (A.21 ) can b e determined
based on (A.14) . It should b e noted that the constraints for thes8 two averages
are slight ly different , i.e., one is that K 1 =
and the other is that f( 1 = K~,

Ki,

K2 = .K; , w 1 =

K 2 = K~ , w1 = wi , w2 = w~,
w~, w 2 = w~ . Still, they b oth

meet the prerequisite condition that Kr = i( 1 + i(2 =

.K; + K~ =

K~. Besides,

since (A.21) is within a large summation that includes a ll possible wave vectors
and angular frequencies (see (2.37)), two specific sets of

K

and w that satisfy

the two sets of constraints a re sure t o b e found within the summation ra nge.
Now we may write the result for (A .21 ) as

L ~sS1 (m1Kl)sS1(m2K2)o(w1 + mnfiK~)

m=± l2

·O(w2 + m2ViJ?;) dK1dw1 dK2dw2 ,
0,

constraint A , B
otherwise

(A. 23 )
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The ensemble average concerning all four wind wave elements can be deduced
analogously to (A.23) and will not b e shown here.
2. Again in the first and second line of (2.38) , we noticed the averages of another
kind which involves two surface variables from one wave system , either swell or
wind waves, and another two complex conjugates from the other system. For
example ,

+ ( Slpf(

1

+ ( Slpf(

1

,w1 WlPJ?; ,w;) ( Slpi{2 ,w 2 WlPJ?~,w~)
,w 1 WlpR~,w;) ( WlPJ?;,w; Sl p j(2 ,w2 )
(A.24)
~quals

Clearly, the first term on the right hand side of (A.24)

zero for t he same

reason as (A.22) , while the remaining two terms contain the ensemble averages
of a swell coefficient and a wind wave coefficient and , based on (A.19), will
simply vanish. Thus, we can safely neglect t he averages of t his second kind.
3. In the third and four th lines of (2.38) , there exists the averages of a third sort
that involves three surface variables from one wave system , and another one
from the other system. By t aking the first one as an example, we notice that

I Slpj(
\

1I

w1 Slpj{2 w2 SlPJ'?' w'1 WlPJ<,2 w
') = I\ Slpj(1 w1 Slpi{2 wo) l Sl PJ<, w'1 Wl PJ<,2 w')
2
2
l

} l

1

l

I

-

\

} l

1

+ ( Slpj{ ,w SlpR;,w; ) ( Slpi(2 ,w 2 WlpR~,w;)
1

+ ( Slpf<

1

1

,w1 WlPJ?~, w~)( Sl pR;,w; Slpf<2 ,w2 )

·

(A.25)
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Clearly, since every term on the right hand side contains an average in the form
of (A.19) and thus reduces to zero, we can prompt ly eliminate the averages of
this third kind from any equations.
4. The last kind of averages can be found in the last line of (2.38) and may be
expanded as

( Slpi<: 1 ,w1 Wlpi<:

2 ,w2 Sl pJ~~ .w~ WlpR~,w~) = ( Slpi( ,w Wlpi(
1

1

2 ,w 2 ) (

Sl pR;,w~ WlpR~,w~)

+ (sl PRt,wtSlpJ~;,w; )( W1pf(2,w2W1pR~,w;)
+ ( Slpi(

1

,w1 WlpR~,w~)( SlpR;,w~ Wl p R2,w2)
(A.26)

Based on the analysis presented above, one may easily observe that only the
middle term on t he right hand side will be left and equals to

0,

otherwise.
(A .27)

Having specified all four typ es of averages, we may obtain a more compact equation of
the second-order autocorrelation as in (2.39) by substituting (A.23) and (A.27) back
into (2.38).
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A.3

The Cross-correlations of the First- and Secondorder Field Components

In equation (2.26), we came across the cross-correlations of the first- and second-order
electric field components as defined by

R1 ,2(T) =< (En)I (t
or

+ T)(En);(t) >

R 2,1(T) = < (En)2(t + T)(En )i(t) >

(A.28)

Since these two are perfectly analogous, only the first correlation will be examined
here, and the same conclusion can be easily extended to the second case.
When multiplying t he first-order £ -field , (2 .15), and the complex conjugate of the
second-order £-field , (2.55) , (or (2.20) for the "non-coupling case"), we will encounter
averages in six different forms,

(A.29)

Based on (A.9) and (A.10) , the first ensemble average of (A.29) can be written as

=

2::: 2::: 2:::

m = ± l m 1= ±l m2 =±l

(A.30)
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Clearly, the key to resolve (A.29) lies in t he last line of (A.30) , which is an average
that contains t hree phase factors,

(A.31)

Since c8 (K) represent independent variables uniformly distributed between 0 and 21r
for each

K, eimEs(mR)

naturally become zero-mean random variables, which suggests

that

=0

(A.32)

Thus, in order to for (A.31) to reach a non-zero result , it must be in t he case that

(A.33)

Since m , m 1 and m 2 take the value of ± 1, it is impossible for the sum of the three to
be zero, i.e.,
(A.34)
which indicates t hat (A.33) will still reduce to zero. Overall, combining (A.32) and
(A.33) , it can be safely concluded that

(A.35)

Following exactly t he same procedure, the remainder of (A.29) will b e shown to
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vanish just as (A. 35). Thus, we can immediately state that

(A.36)

which suggests that we no longer have to deal with the cross-correlations of the firstand second-order £ -fields.

Appendix B
Miscellaneous of the Swell
Inversion Algorithm

B.l

The Theoretical Positions of Swell Peaks

In Chapter 2, it was seen that t he Doppler positions of second-order swell p eaks are
solely determined by t he swell period and dominant direction. In order to explain this
observat ion, the t heoretical positions of t he four swell peaks shall be derived here.
Firstly, t he swell peak on the far left shall be analysed . According to the delta
constraint in (2.59) ,
wd1

= -m 1 ~ -m2~

(B.l )

the Doppler frequency of t his swell peak, wd1 , can be defined by a certain contour in the

Kx, K y plane (see F ig. B.l ). Moreover, if we plot this contour over the corresponding
swell wavenumber spectrum and wind wave wavenumb er spectrum, it is seen that
the contour always coincides with the peak of the swell sp ectrum. Clearly, the wave
vector,

i?

8 ,

in Fig. B. l points to the peak value of t he swell sp ectrum; therefore, its

magnitude can be related to t he swell period, T 8 , t hrough the dispersion relationship
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Figure B.l: T he contour of wd1 against t he wave height spectrum.
as
(B .2)
while its direction , eRs , is simply the dominant direction of the swell component . The
remaining wave vector , defined by

Kw1

=

K8

-

i{s, can be viewed as wind wave

contribution . Referring to (B.1) , and noting that m 1 = 1 a nd m 2 = 1 for the Doppler
region under considera tion, we may write the Doppler frequency of t he far left swell
peak as

(B.3)
Next , the swell p eak on the far right sha ll be examined. Again , we may plot t he
contour for wd4 over the same wave height spectrum shown in Fig. B.1, and the result
is illustrated by Fig. B.2. As can be observed from Fig. B .2, the frequency contour
of wd4 no longer goes through the p eak of the swell spectrum; rather, it coincides with
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Figure 8.2: The contour of w d4 against t he wave height spectrum.
the opposite vector of
we have m 1

=

Ks in

- 1 a nd m 2

=

Fig. 8.1. This is explained by the fact t hat for
- 1 so tha t sS1 (m 1 KI)

=

w d4 ,

sS1 (- K 1 ) . Therefore, when

K1 = - Rs, t he va lue of the swell spectrum is maximized , and by integrating over t he
contour that defines

-R

5 ,

a swell peak can be formed. Now, t he Doppler frequency

of the far right swell peak is given by

(8 .4)

where

Kw2 = Ks + Ks and , in this case, 1Rw21~ IJ(wll·

The analysis for the remaining two peaks is similar to t hat presented ab ove. For
the second peak from the left , we have m 1 = - 1 and m 2 = 1 for the case that
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K 1 < K 2 . Thus, its Doppler frequency can b e written analogously to (B.4) as

(B.5)

Finally, for the second peak from the right , we have m 1

= 1 and m 2 =

-1 for the case

that K 1 < K 2 , and its Doppler frequency is given by

(B.6)

In brief, the Doppler positions of the swell peak depends on 1) the wave vector

K which corresponds to the swell period T and 2) the wind wave vectors, Kw1 and
Kw2 , which are determined by the swell propagation direction , () Ks. This conclusion
5 ,

5 ,

directly verifies the statement made at the b eginning of the section.

B.2

The Derivation of the Inversion Formula for
Swell Period and Dominant Direction

In Section 4.3.2, we employed the fact that "swell peaks should be positioned theoretically at equal distances from their respective Bragg peak". The derivation for this
statement is presented here.
Based on (B.3) , the distance from the far left swell peak to the receding Bragg
peak is given by

(B.7)

and likewise, according to (B .5) , the distance from the second peak to t he receding
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Bragg peak is
(B.8)
In order to prove that D 1 = D 2 , we may write

the value of which depends on the value range of K w1 , K w2 and KB. Based on Fig.
B.1 and Fig. B.2, we may easily deduce that

(B.10)

Thus, for a typical case where the radar operating frequency is 15 MHz and t he swell
period is 14 seconds, the above value range is converted to

2KB = 1.2566 ::; K wl

+ K w2

::; 1.2572.

and tha t

2~ = 1.5853, 1.5851 ::;

[K::; + fi(:;::; 1.5857.

Since the possible errors in K are at the orders of 0.0001 , which is far smaller than
the Doppler resolution, we may safely conclude that for all practical purposes

(B.ll )

Substituting (B.ll) back into (B .9), we have D 1 - D 2 = 0. Similarly, the dist ances of
t he remaining two peaks to the approaching Bragg peak can b e shown t o be ident ical.
In Section 4.3.4, we used two inversion formulas, (4.14) and (4.15) , to extract the
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swell period and dominant direction, respectively. The detailed derivation shall be
presented here. For (4.14) , we may first calculate the value for t:..j+ a nd D..f- , which
is quite straightforward based on (8.3) , (8.4), (8.5) , (8.6):
t:..j+

=

Wd4 -

W d3

= 2ws + Ww 2

27r

-

Ww l

27r

(8.12)

and
(8.13)
Clearly, we have
(8.14)
Thus, the inversion formula for t he swell period can be derived as

T

=

s

4

- --- - - -

b..ft

+ D..J-

(8.15 )

For (4. 15) , we first employ t he geometry in F ig. 8.1 , Fig. 8 .2 and the law of
cosines to write that
(8 .16)
and
(8 .17)
Combining the above two equations , we have

(8.18)

where B denotes the angel between the radar look direction , BN, and t he swell dominant
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direction , 85 . Based on (B.ll), we may simplify the above equation into
cos

e=

(Kw2 + Kwi) (Kw2 - Kwi)

=

(Kw2 - Kwi)

4KJ(s

(VK:;; + .JK;;;) (VK:;; - VIC.)

2K s
~ (VK:;;

- VIC.)

(B .l 9)

Through (B.l 4), we have t he relation that

(B.20)

which immediately yields

(B .21)

Similarly, we can easily deduce t hat

fi j+ - D. f - = .JK::; - VK:;;

(B.22)

7r

which follows t hat
(B.23)
By substit uting (B.21) and (B.23) back into (B. l 9) , all the unknowns will be elimina ted , and t he final form of cos e is given by

(B.24)

which leads to the inversion formula for the swell dominant direction as

(B. 25)
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